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EXCHANGE RINGS AND REAL RANK ZERO C∗-ALGEBRAS
ASSOCIATED WITH FINITELY SEPARATED GRAPHS
MATIAS LOLK
Abstract. We introduce a generalisation of Condition (K) to finitely separated graphs and
show that it is equivalent to essential freeness of the associated partial action as well as the
exchange property of any of the associated tame algebras. As a consequence, we can show
that any tame separated graph algebra with the exchange property is separative.
Introduction
A finitely separated graph is a directed graph with a partition of the edges into finite subsets,
which might be thought of as an edge-colouring, so that edges with distinct ranges have
different colours. Ara and Goodearl first introduced Leavitt path algebras LK(E,C) and graph
C∗-algebras C∗(E,C) associated with a separated graph (E,C) in [6] and [5], respectively,
and showed that any conical abelian monoid may be realised as the non-stable K-theory
V(LK(E,C)) of a Leavitt path algebra of a finitely separated graph. They also conjectured
that the inclusion LC(E,C) →֒ C
∗(E,C) induces an isomorphism on non-stable K-theory,
but this important problem remains open. While the edges and their adjoints define partial
isometries in these algebras, their products need not be partial isometries – we say that E1 is
not a tame set of partial isometries in LK(E,C) and C
∗(E,C). This led Ara and Exel to define
quotients LK(E,C)։ L
ab
K (E,C) and C
∗(E,C)։ O(E,C) in which E1 is exactly forced to
be tame, as well as a further reduced quotient Or(E,C) in the C∗-setting. Amazingly, passing
to these much more well behaved quotients only enriches the non-stable K-theory (at least
on the level of Leavitt path algebras) in the sense that the induced monoid homomorphism
V(LK(E,C))→ V(L
ab
K (E,C)) is a refinement. Moreover, if the above conjecture holds, then
the canonical embedding LabC (E,C) →֒ O(E,C) will induce an isomorphism on non-stable
K-theory as well.
Following [1], a ring R (possibly non-unital) is called an exchange ring if for any x ∈ R, there
exists an idempotent e ∈ R and elements r, s ∈ R such that e = xr and e = s+x−xs. For the
class of C∗-algebras, this property coincides with the (to C∗-algebraists more familiar) notion
of real rank zero [1, Theorem 3.8]. The Fundamental Separativity Problem for exchange
rings (see [20], [7])) asks whether every exchange ring R is separative, that is whether the
cancellation property
2a = a+ b = 2b⇒ a = b
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holds in the non-stable K-theory V(R). A positive answer to this problem would provide
positive answers to a number of open problems in both ring-theory and operator algebras
[7, Sections 6 and 7]. In light of the highly general non-stable K-theory of separated graph
algebras, it is therefore natural to ask when the tame algebras LabK (E,C), O(E,C) and
Or(E,C) are exchange rings. The main result of the present paper provides a somewhat
discouraging, but not unexpected, answer to this question: If any one of these is an exchange
ring, then it will be a classical graph algebra in case (E,C) is finite and approximately a
classical graph algebra in case (E,C) is only finitely separated. In particular, it will be
separative. On our way to proving this result, we also take a minor detour (Section 4) to
obtain a characterisation of simplicity for these algebras, and the conclusion is similar to the
one above: Any of the algebras LK(E,C), L
ab
K (E,C), C
∗(E,C) and O(E,C) can only be
simple if it is in fact a classical graph algebra, while Or(E,C) may also be Morita equivalent
to the reduced group C∗-algebra C∗r (Fn) for n ≥ 2. This result (although only in the setting of
finite separated graphs) is also obtained by Ara and the author in [8], but with quite different
arguments.
Our proofs of the above mentioned results rest heavily on a dynamical description of the
tame algebras LabK (E,C), O(E,C) and O
r(E,C). This was first obtained for finite bipartite
graphs in [2] by Ara and Exel, and we generalise this description to finitely separated graphs
in Section 2. In Section 3, we investigate when LK(E,C) and C
∗(E,C) degenerate to graph
algebras of non-separated graphs, and we combine the results of Section 2 and 3 to characterise
simplicity of the various algebras in Section 4. We then study degeneracy of the tame algebras
LabK (E,C), O(E,C) and O
r(E,C) in Section 5, before characterising the exchange property
of the various algebras as well as essential freeness of the associated partial action in terms
of a graph-theoretic Condition (K) in Section 6.
1. Preliminary definitions
In this section, we recall the necessary definitions and results from the existing theory on
algebras associated with separated graphs.
Definition 1.1. A separated graph (E,C) is a graph E = (E0, E1, r, s) together with a
separation C =
⊔
v∈E0 Cv, where each Cv is a partition of r
−1(v) into non-empty subsets. If v
is a source, i.e. if r−1(v) = ∅, then we simply take Cv to be the empty partition, and for any
e ∈ E1, the set in Cr(e) containing e will be denoted [e]. As soon as we start building various
objects out of separated graphs, we will only consider finitely separated ones, meaning that
every X ∈ C is finite. Finally, any directed graph E may be regarded as a separated graph
by giving it the trivial separation Tv = {r
−1(v)} for all v ∈ E0 \ E0source. Note that in this
case, finitely separated simply means column-finite.
A complete subgraph (F,D) of (E,C) is a subgraph such that Dv = {X ∈ Cv | X ∩ F
1 6= ∅}
for every v ∈ F 0. The inclusion of a complete subgraph defines a morphism in the category
of finitely separated graphs (see [6, Definition 8.4] for details on the appropriate notion
of morphism), and every finitely separated graph is the direct limit of its finite complete
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subgraphs [6, Proposition 3.5 and Definition 8.4]. Moreover, as all the constructions from
separated graphs are functorial and preserve direct limits, it is often sufficient to consider
only finite graphs.
Definition 1.2. Let K denote any field. The Leavitt path algebra LK(E,C) associated with a
finitely separated graph (E,C) is the ∗-algebra (over K) generated by E0⊔E1 with relations
(V) uv = δu,vv and u = u
∗ for u, v ∈ E0,
(E) es(e) = r(e)e = e for e ∈ E1,
(SCK1) e∗f = δe,fs(e) if [e] = [f ],
(SCK2) v =
∑
e∈X ee
∗ for all v ∈ E0 and X ∈ Cv,
and the graph C∗-algebra C∗(E,C) is the universal C∗-algebra with respect to these genera-
tors and relations. In other words, C∗(E,C) is the enveloping C∗-algebra of LC(E,C). The
reader should be aware that we use the convention of [2], [3], [8] and [23], often referred to
as the Raeburn-convention, opposite to that of [5] and [6] – consequently, paths will have to
be read from the right. ◭
Note that if C = T , then (SCK1) and (SCK2) are simply the ordinary (CK1) and (CK2)
axioms for classical graph algebras, so LK(E,C) = LK(E) and C
∗(E, T ) = C∗(E). It was
observed in [6, Proposition 3.6] and [5, Proposition 1.6] that the assignments (E,C) 7→
LK(E,C) and (E,C) 7→ C
∗(E,C) extend to continuous functors from the category of finitely
separated graphs.
Recall that a set of partial isometries S is set to be tame if all products of elements from
S ∪ S∗ are also partial isometries.
Definition 1.3 ([3, Definition 2.4]). Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. Then
LabK (E,C) is the ∗-algebra (over K) and O(E,C) is the universal C
∗-algebra generated by
E0⊔E1 with relations (V), (E), (SCK1), (SCK2), and E1 being tame. We refer to LabK (E,C)
as the abelianised Leavitt path algebra of (E,C) and to O(E,C) as universal tame graph C∗-
algebra of (E,C). Since we invoke more relations than above, there are canonical quotient
maps
LK(E,C)→ L
ab
K (E,C) and C
∗(E,C)→ O(E,C).
It was proven in [3, Proposition 7.2] that the assignment (E,C) 7→ O(E,C) extends to a
continuous functor, and the same proof applies to (E,C) 7→ LabK (E,C).
Definition 1.4. A separated graph (E,C) is called bipartite if there exists a partition of the
vertex set E0 = E0,0 ⊔ E0,1 with s(E1) = E0,1 and r(E1) = E0,0. ◭
Whenever (E,C) is a separated graph, there is a canonical bipartite replacement B(E,C) as
defined in [2, Proposition 9.1] and [3, Definition 7.4]. By [3, Proposition 7.5], the assignment
(E,C) 7→ B(E,C) is functorial and there are natural isomorphisms of functors
M2 ◦ C
∗ ∼= C∗ ◦B and M2 ◦ O ∼= O ◦B,
where M2 is the functor taking A to M2(A), and the same proof applies to LK and L
ab
K .
Therefore, one can often restrict to finite bipartite graphs, which was exactly the setup of [2].
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Moreover, if (E,C) is finite and bipartite, then there is a sequence of finite, bipartite separated
graphs (En, C
n) as defined in [2, Construction 4.4], such that LabK (E,C)
∼= lim−→n
LK(En, C
n)
and O(E,C) ∼= lim−→n C
∗(En, C
n) for appropriate connecting ∗-homomorphisms. We have
(E,C) = (E0, C
0), and every (En+1, C
n+1) is constructed in the same way from (En, C
n), so
all the graphs (En, C
n) give rise to the same tame algebras.
While only finite bipartite separated graphs were considered in [2], one can associate a par-
tial action θ(E,C) : F y Ω(E,C) to any finitely separated graph (E,C). Here F is the free
group generated by the edge set E1, and Ω(E,C) is a zero-dimensional, locally compact and
metrisable space (see Definition 2.6). We will verify in Theorem 2.10 that [2, Corollary 6.12]
generalises, i.e. that
LabK (E,C)
∼= CK(Ω(E,C))⋊ F and O(E,C) ∼= C0(Ω(E,C))⋊ F
for all finitely separated graphs (E,C), where CK(Ω(E,C)) is the ∗-algebra of locally constant,
compactly supported functions Ω(E,C)→ K. This allows for the definition of a reduced tame
C∗-algebra as defined in [3, Definition 6.8].
Definition 1.5. If (E,C) is a finitely separated graph, then the reduced tame C∗-algebra
associated with (E,C) is the reduced crossed product Or(E,C) := C0(Ω(E,C))⋊r F.
Definition 1.6. Let E denote a graph. A non-trivial path in E is a finite, non-empty
sequence of edges α = enen−1 · · · e2e1 satisfying r(ei) = s(ei+1) for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1. A
subpath of α is simply a subsequence emem−1 · · · ej+1ej, and the range and source of α is
defined by r(α) := r(en) and s(α) := s(e1). We will sometimes use the notation α : u → v
for a path with source u and range v, and we shall regard the vertices E0 as the set of trivial
paths with r(v) := v =: s(v).
The double Eˆ of E is the graph obtained from E by adding an edge e−1 going in the reverse
direction for any e ∈ E1. Namely, Eˆ is the graph with vertices Eˆ0 := E0 and edges
Eˆ1 := E1 ⊔ {e−1 | e ∈ E1},
where r and s are extended from E1 by r(e−1) := s(e) and s(e−1) := r(e). The map
E0 ⊔ E1 → E0 ⊔ Eˆ1 given by v 7→ v and e 7→ e−1
then extends canonically to an order-reversing, order two bijection of the paths of Ê, denoted
by α 7→ α−1.
Now if (E,C) is a separated graph, an admissible path α in (E,C) is a path in the double Eˆ,
such that
(1) any subpath e−1f with e, f ∈ E1 satisfies [e] 6= [f ],
(2) any subpath ef−1 with e, f ∈ E1 satisfies e 6= f ,
and the set of admissible paths of (E,C) is denoted P(E,C). If α is a non-trivial admissible
path, we shall use the notation id(α) and td(α) for the initial (i.e. rightmost) and terminal
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(i.e. leftmost) symbol of α, respectively; for instance
id(ef
−1) = f−1 and td(ef
−1) = e.
Letting π : Eˆ1 → E1 denote the projection given by π(e) := e =: π(e−1), we then set
i(α) := π(id(α)) as well as t(α) := π(td(α)).
If α is an admissible path and X, Y ∈ C, we shall say that X−1α, respectively, X−1αY is an
admissible composition if x−1α, respectively, x−1αy is admissible for some (hence any) x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y . We finally introduce a partial order ≤ on P(E,C) given by
β ≤ α⇔ β is an initial subpath of α.
In particular, whenever s(α) = s(β), there is a maximal initial subpath α ∧ β ≤ α, β. ◭
We shall use the exact same terminology as above when inverse edges e−1 are replaced by
adjoint edges e∗.
Notation 1.7. Given admissible paths α and β in (E,C), we will write βα for the concate-
nated product, which may or may not be an admissible path. However, one may also view α
and β as elements of the free group F on E1, in which a product can also be formed, allowing
for cancellation of edges and their inverses. To distinguish notationally between these two
products, we will always write β · α when the product is formed in F.
Remark 1.8. Note that in light of the defining relations of C∗(E,C), any non-zero product
α ∈ C∗(E,C) of elements from E1 ⊔ (E1)∗ can be written as
α = αnαn−1 · · ·α2α1,
where each αi is a non-trivial admissible path, and
(1) id(αi+1) ∈ E
1 and td(αi) = id(αi+1)
∗,
(2) |[id(αi+1)]| ≥ 2
for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Definition 1.9. A non trivial admissible path α in a separated graph is called a closed path
if r(α) = s(α), and it is called a cycle if αα is an admissible path as well. In either case, we
shall say that α is based at r(α) = s(α). An admissible path α will be referred to as simple
if it does not meet the same vertex twice, i.e. if r(α1) = r(α2) for α1, α2 ≤ α implies α1 = α2,
while a cycle is called a simple cycle if the only vertex repetition occurs at the end, that is if
α1 < α2 ≤ α and r(α1) = r(α2) implies α1 = s(α) and α2 = α. Any closed path α is called
base-simple if s(α) is only repeated at the end. ◭
As for non-separated graphs, there is a notion of hereditary and saturated sets, giving rise to
ideals in our algebras.
Definition 1.10 ([6, Definition 6.3 and Definition 6.5]). Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated
graph. A set of vertices H ⊂ E0 is called hereditary if r(e) ∈ H implies s(e) ∈ H for all
e ∈ E1, and it is called C-saturated if for all v ∈ E0 and X ∈ Cv, s(X) ⊂ H implies v ∈ H .
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We will write H(E,C) for the lattice of hereditary and C-saturated sets. Finally, for any
such H ∈ H(E,C), we define a quotient graph (E/H,C/H) by
• E/H)0 := E0 \H and (E/H)1 := r−1(H),
• (C/H)v := {X/H | X ∈ Cv} where X/H := X ∩ r
−1(H),
with the range and source restricted from E.
2. Dynamical systems associated with finitely separated graphs
In this section, we generalise Ara and Exel’s dynamical description of the tame algebras
LabK (E,C) and O(E,C) in [2] to finitely separated graphs, allowing us to define O
r(E,C) for
such graphs. We also address the relationship between the partial actions θ(E,C) and θB(E,C)
associated to a finitely separated graph and its bipartite sibling, respectively. First, however,
we will recall the basics of partial actions.
Definition 2.1. A partial action θ : G y Ω of a discrete group G on a topological space Ω
is a family of homeomorphisms of open subspaces {θg : Ωg−1 → Ωg}g∈G, such that
• θg(Ωg−1 ∩ Ωh) ⊂ Ωgh for all g, h ∈ G,
• θg(θh(x)) = θgh(x) for all g, h ∈ G and x ∈ Ωh−1 ∩ Ωh−1g−1 ,
and we will always assume Ω to be locally compact Hausdorff. Completely similarly, one can
define the concept of a partial action on a (C)∗-algebra, demanding that the domains should
be (closed) ideals. Hence, θ as above translates into a partial C∗-action θ∗ : G y C0(Ω)
given by C0(Ω)g := C0(Ωg) and θ
∗
g(f) := f ◦ θ
−1
g for all g ∈ G. As for global actions, one
can associated both a full and a reduced crossed product, and there is a canonical surjective
∗-homomorphism
C0(Ω)⋊G→ C0(Ω)⋊r G,
called the regular representation. We will often write ⋊(r) to indicate that a given statement
concerns both crossed products. If the space Ω is totally disconnected and K is any field with
involution, there is also a meaningful, purely algebraic partial action θ∗ : Gy CK(Ω) on the
∗-algebra CK(Ω) of compactly supported, locally constant functions, and this gives rise to a
single algebraic crossed product CK(Ω)⋊G. We refer the reader to [18] for a comprehensive
treatment of crossed products associated with partial actions.
Returning to the topological setting, a subspace U ⊂ Ω is called invariant if θg(x) ∈ U for all
g ∈ G and x ∈ U ∩Ωg−1 . Observe that whenever U is open and invariant, then Z := Ω \U is
closed and invariant, so θ naturally restricts to partial actions of both U and Z, giving rise
to sequences
0→ CK(U)⋊G→ CK(Ω)⋊G→ CK(Z)⋊G→ 0
and
0→ C0(U)⋊(r) G→ C0(Ω)⋊(r) G→ C0(Z)⋊(r) G→ 0.
On the level of full crossed products and in the purely algebraic context, this sequence is
always exact, but for reduced crossed products, one must also require the group to be exact
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[18, Theorem 22.9]; as we are really only interested in free groups, this is not a problem. The
orbit through any x ∈ Ω is the set
θG(x) := {θg(x) | g ∈ G such that x ∈ Ωg−1},
and the action is called minimal if every orbit is dense in Ω, or equivalently if the only open
invariant subspaces are the trivial ones. The action is called topologically free if for every
1 6= g ∈ G, the set of fixed points
Ωg := {x ∈ Ωg−1 | θg(x) = x} ⊂ Ω
has empty interior. Minimality is of course a necessary condition for simplicity of any of the
above crossed products, and if the action is topologically free, then it is also sufficient in both
the algebraic and reduced context (see [8, Remark 3.9], [12, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.1]
and [18, Corollary 29.8]). A partial action is called essentially free if the restriction to every
closed invariant subset is topologically free. Essential freeness (together with exactness of the
group in the reduced setting) guarantees that all ideals of the algebraic and reduced crossed
product are induced from open invariant subspaces (see [16, Corollary 3.7] and [18, Theorem
29.9]).
Now if U ⊂ Ω is any open subspace (not necessarily invariant), we may still define a restricted
partial action θ|U : G y U with domains Ug := θg(U ∩ Ωg−1) ∩ U . Following [15] and [22],
such a restriction will be called full (or G-full) if Ω = {θg(x) | g ∈ G, x ∈ U ∩ Ωg−1}. ◭
We now recall a number of different types of equivalences between partial actions.
Definition 2.2. Suppose that θ : Gy Ω and θ′ : H y Ω′ are partial actions and Φ: G→ H
is a group homomorphism. A continuous map ϕ : Ω→ Ω′ is called Φ-equivariant if
• ϕ(Ωg) ⊂ Ω
′
Φ(g) for all g ∈ G,
• θ′Φ(g)(ϕ(x)) = ϕ(θg(x)) for all g ∈ G and x ∈ Ωg−1 .
If G = H and Φ = idG, then ϕ is simply called equivariant (or possibly G-equivariant). The
pair (ϕ,Φ) is called a conjugacy if ϕ is a homeomorphism, Φ is an isomorphism, and ϕ−1 is
Φ−1-equivariant. However, conjugacy is often too rigid a notion and we therefore consider
a few other types of equivalences: Following [8], the pair (ϕ,Φ) is called a direct dynamical
equivalence if
(a) ϕ is a homeomorphism,
(b) Ωg ∩ Ωg′ = ∅ for all g 6= g
′ with Φ(g) = Φ(g′),
(c) Ω′h =
⋃
Φ(g)=h ϕ(Ωg) for all h ∈ H .
If, moreover, Φ is injective, the pair (ϕ,Φ) will be called a direct quasi-conjugacy. Dynamical
equivalence and quasi-conjugacy are then simply the equivalence relations on partial actions
generated by these two non-symmetric relations. It should be obvious that any dynamical
property is preserved by dynamical equivalence. In fact, by [8, Proposition 3.11 and Propo-
sition 3.13], dynamical equivalence is exactly the same as isomorphism of the transformation
groupoids Gθ and Gθ′ . Finally, borrowing from [22] and [15], θ and θ
′ are called Kakutani
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equivalent if there exist full, clopen subspaces K ⊂ Ω and K ′ ⊂ Ω′ such that the restric-
tions θ|K and θ
′|K ′ are dynamically equivalent. As was noted just below [8, Definition 3.24],
Kakutani equivalence implies Morita equivalence of the associated crossed products. ◭
The following results about full subspaces and Kakutani equivalence will be useful later.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that θ : Gy Ω is a partial action on a locally compact Hausdorff space,
and let U ⊂ Ω denote an open, full subspace. Then there is a bijective correspondence
{open θ-invariant subsets of Ω} → {open θ|U -invariant subsets of U} given by V 7→ U ∩ V.
Moreover, for any open and θ-invariant V ⊂ Ω, the following hold:
(1) U ∩ V is full in V .
(2) U ∩ (Ω \ V ) is full in Ω \ V .
Proof. Any intersection U ∩V clearly defines an open θ|U -invariant subset of U , so we simply
have to build an inverse. Suppose that W ⊂ U is open and θ|U -invariant, and define an open
and θ-invariant subset of Ω by
V :=
⋃
g∈G
θg(W ∩ Ωg−1).
Observe that if x ∈ W ∩ Ωg−1 , then either θg(x) /∈ U or θg(x) ∈ W , hence
U ∩ V =
⋃
g∈G
U ∩ θg(W ∩ Ωg−1) =W.
Now whenever y ∈ V , then by fullness of U , we have y = θh(x) for some h ∈ G and
x ∈ U ∩ Ωh−1 . From invariance, we see that x ∈ V , so y ∈ θh(U ∩ V ∩ Ωh−1). Consequently⋃
g∈G
θg(U ∩ V ∩ Ωg−1) = V,
so the above map is indeed a bijective correspondence, and (1) holds. (2) then follows
immediately from (1) and fullness of U . 
Lemma 2.4. Topological freeness is preserved under Kakutani equivalence.
Proof. Obviously, topological freeness is preserved under direct dynamical equivalence, so
we simply have to show that a partial action θ is topologically free if and only if a G-full
restriction θ|K to a clopen subspace K ⊂ Ω is topologically free. Assume the latter and take
some x ∈ Ωg along with an open neighbourhood U ⊂ Ωg−1 of x. By fullness, there exists
some h ∈ G and y ∈ K ∩ Ωh−1 such that x = θh(y). We then define an open neighbourhood
of y in K by
V := θh−1(U ∩ θh(K ∩ Ωh−1))
and observe that y ∈ Kh
−1gh. Now since θ|K is topologically free, we can find y
′ ∈ V ∩Kh−1g−1h
such that θh−1gh(y
′) 6= y′. Setting x′ := θh(y
′) ∈ U , we then have
x′ = θh(y
′) 6= θh(θh−1gh(y
′)) = θgh(y
′) = θg(x
′)
as desired. The other implication is trivial. 
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Corollary 2.5. Essential freeness is preserved under Kakutani equivalence.
Proof. Once again, it suffices to verify the claim for a partial action θ : G y Ω and the
restriction θ|K to a clopen, full subset K ⊂ Ω. But then the claim follows immediately from
Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4. 
We now describe the partial action giving rise to a crossed product description of O(E,C).
Definition 2.6. Suppose that (E,C) is a finitely separated graph, and let F denote the free
group on E1. Also, denote by E0iso the set of isolated vertices with the discrete topology.
Given ξ ⊂ F and α ∈ ξ, the local configuration ξα of ξ at α is the set
ξα := {σ ∈ E
1 ⊔ (E1)−1 | σ ∈ ξ · α−1}.
Then Ω(E,C) is the disjoint union of E0iso and the set of ξ ⊂ F satisfying the following:
(a) 1 ∈ ξ.
(b) ξ is right-convex. In view of (a), this exactly means that if eεnn · · · e
ε1
1 ∈ ξ for ei ∈ E
1
and εi ∈ {±1}, then e
εm
m · · · e
ε1
1 ∈ ξ as well for any 1 ≤ m < n.
(c) For every α ∈ ξ, there is some v ∈ E0 and distinguished eX ∈ X for each X ∈ Cv,
such that
ξα = s
−1(v) ⊔ {e−1X | X ∈ Cv}.
Ω(E,C) is made into a topological space by regarding it as a subspace of {0, 1}F⊔E0iso. Thus
it becomes a zero-dimensional, locally compact Hausdorff space, which is compact if and only
if E0 is a finite set. A topological partial action θ = θ(E,C) : F y Ω(E,C) with compact-open
domains is then defined by setting
• Ω(E,C)α := {ξ ∈ Ω(E,C) \ E
0
iso | α
−1 ∈ ξ} for α 6= 1,
• θα(ξ) := ξ · α
−1 for ξ ∈ Ω(E,C)α−1 .
In case (E,C) is a finite bipartite graph, this partial action is conjugate to the one defined in
[2] under the map ξ 7→ ξ−1. We choose to invert the configurations so that the terminologies
related to the algebras and the dynamical systems agree. We set Ω(E,C)s(e) := Ω(E,C)e−1 for
every e ∈ E1 and Ω(E,C)u :=
⊔
e∈X Ω(E,C)e for every X ∈ Cu. Note that this is well-defined
due to the above condition (c). If u is an isolated vertex, we simply set Ω(E,C)u := {u}.
Finally, in the case of a trivial separation, we will write Ω(E) := Ω(E, T ) and θE := θ(E,T ).
Remark 2.7. The partial action θE is easily seen to be conjugate to the canonical par-
tial action of F on the boundary path space ∂E (see [14] and adjust the definition to the
Raeburn-convention). However, there are also graphs with non-trivial separations that give
rise to boundary path space actions. Indeed, Proposition 3.11 and Proposition 3.20 together
identifies a class of such graphs, where the identification is made by an actual conjugacy.
Relaxing conjugacy to dynamical equivalence and considering only finite bipartite graphs, we
further strengthen this result with Theorem 5.7.
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Remark 2.8. If (F,D) is a complete subgraph of (E,C), then there is a natural F(F 1)-
equivariant surjection p :
⊔
v∈F 0 Ω(E,C)v → Ω(F,D) given by
p(ξ) =
{
ξ ∩ F(F 1) if ξ ∈ Ω(E,C)v for v /∈ F
0
iso
v if ξ ∈ Ω(E,C)v for v ∈ F
0
iso
.
Consequently, it induces F(F 1)-equivariant embeddings
CK(Ω(F,D))
p∗
−→ CK
( ⊔
v∈F 0
Ω(E,C)v
)
→֒ CK(Ω(E,C))
and
C0(Ω(F,D))
p∗
−→ C0
( ⊔
v∈F 0
Ω(E,C)v
)
→֒ C0(Ω(E,C))
from which we obtain ∗-homomorphisms
CK(Ω(F,D))⋊ F(F
1)→ CK(Ω(E,C))⋊ F(F
1)→ CK(Ω(E,C))⋊ F(E
1)
and
C0(Ω(F,D))⋊(r) F(F
1)→ C0(Ω(E,C))⋊(r) F(F
1)→ C0(Ω(E,C))⋊(r) F(E
1).
Finally, observe that taking the limits over the finite complete subgraphs with inclusions, we
have
CK(Ω(E,C)) ∼= lim−→
(F,D)
CK(Ω(F,D)) and C0(Ω(E,C)) ∼= lim−→
(F,D)
C(Ω(F,D))
for any finitely separated graph (E,C), and if E0iso = ∅, we have the same approximations
when considering only finite complete subgraphs (F,D) with F 0iso = ∅. ◭
We introduce a bit of terminology related to the closed subspaces of Ω(E,C), while the
definition of Ω(E,C) is still fresh in mind.
Definition 2.9. An (E,C)-animal is a right-convex subset ω ⊂ ξ of a configuration ξ ∈
Ω(E,C) \ E0iso such that {1} ( ω. It is called finite if it has finite cardinality, and for any
animal ω, we can define a compact subset of Ω(E,C) by
Ω(E,C)ω := {ξ ∈ Ω(E,C) | ω ⊂ ξ},
which is open if ω is finite. Given any non-empty subset {1} 6= S ⊂ F such that α · β−1
is an admissible path for any pair of distinct α, β ∈ S ∪ {1}, observe that the right-convex
closure 〈S〉 := conv(S ∪ {1}) of S ∪ {1} inside F defines an (E,C)-animal. In order to
avoid confusion, the reader should also note that we have the slightly annoying identity
Ω(E,C)α = Ω(E,C){α−1}.
The balls are a particularly important type of animals: An n-ball is simply a set of the form
ξn := {α ∈ ξ : |α| ≤ n} together with the radius n (we sometimes want to distinguish balls
with the same underlying set and different radii). If (E,C) is finite, then any finite animal
is contained in a ball, and the compact-open subsets Ω(E,C)B corresponding to the balls B
form a basis for the topology. We will denote the set of n-balls by Bn(Ω(E,C)). ◭
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We now prove that θ(E,C) does in fact provide a dynamical description of LabK (E,C) and
O(E,C). While the original proof from [2] proceeds in a constructive manner, applying the
machinery of [19] to translate the defining relations into restrictions on the local configurations
ξα for ξ ∈ P(F) with 1 ∈ ξ, we will aim for a more direct and conceptually easier, but also
somewhat unmotivated proof.
Theorem 2.10. For any finitely separated graph (E,C), there are canonical isomorphisms
LabK (E,C)
∼= CK(Ω(E,C))⋊ F and O(E,C) ∼= C0(Ω(E,C))⋊ F.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that E0iso = ∅. Denote by 1α and 1v the
indicator function on Ω(E,C)α = {ξ ∈ Ω(E,C) | α
−1 ∈ ξ} (remember the slightly confusing
inversion) and Ω(E,C)v, respectively, and write uα := 1αδα for all α ∈ F. We then consider
the elements ue and pv := 1v in CK(Ω(E,C)) ⋊ F for e ∈ E
1 and v ∈ E0, claiming that
they form a tame (E,C)-family. (V) and (E) are both clear, while (SCK1) follows from the
calculation
u∗euf = ue−1uf = θ
∗
e−1(1e1f)ue−1f = δe,f1e−1 = δe,fps(e)
whenever [e] = [f ]. Noting that ueu
∗
e = ueue−1 = 1e for e ∈ E
1, we also see that∑
e∈X
ueu
∗
e =
∑
e∈X
1e = pv
for any v ∈ E0 and X ∈ Cv, so that (SCK2) is satisfied. Now let α denote any reduced
product of edges and inverse edges α = αn · · ·α1. We then introduce the notation e := e,
e−1 := e∗ and α := αn · · ·α1, and claim that
uα := uαn · · ·uα1 = uα.
Assuming the claim holds for products of length n − 1 and writing β = αn−1 · · ·α1, we see
that
uα = uαnuβ = 1αn1αuα = uα,
where we used right-convexity to conclude that 1αn1α = 1α. It follows that
uαu
∗
α = uαu
∗
α = 1α,
so in particular the set {ue | e ∈ E
1} is tame. From universality, we therefore obtain a
∗-homomorphism ϕ : LabK (E,C)→ CK(Ω(E,C))⋊ F given by e 7→ ue and v 7→ pv.
We now begin the construction of an inverse by first building a ∗-homomorphism
ρ : CK(Ω(E,C))→ L
ab
K (E,C).
To this end, let (F,D) denote any finite complete subgraph with F 0iso = ∅, let n ≥ 1 and write
1B :=
∏
α∈B
1α−1 ∈ CK(Ω(F,D))
for any B ∈ Bn(Ω(F,D)); 1B is merely the indicator function on the subspace Ω(F,D)B. We
then define finite-dimensional subalgebras
B
(F,D)
n := span{1B | B ∈ Bn(Ω(F,D))} ⊂ CK(Ω(F,D))
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along with inclusions φ
(F,D)
n : B
(F,D)
n → B
(F,D)
n+1 given by
φ(F,D)n (1B) =
∑
B⊂B′∈Bn+1(Ω(F,D))
1B′ ,
and observe that CK(Ω(F,D)) = lim−→n
B
(F,D)
n . Now if (F,D) ⊂ (G,L), then the inclusion of
Remark 2.8 restricts to an inclusion B
(F,D)
n →֒ B
(G,L)
n , which makes the diagram
B
(F,D)
n B
(F,D)
n+1
B
(G,L)
n B
(G,L)
n+1
φ
(F,D)
n
φ
(G,L)
n
commute. In conclusion, defining a ∗-homomorphism out of CK(Ω(E,C)) is the same as
defining a family of ∗-homomorphisms out of the algebras B
(F,D)
n that respects both the
horizontal and vertical maps above. Now consider the self-adjoint linear map
ρ(F,D)n : B
(F,D)
n → L
ab
K (E,C) given by ρ
(F,D)
n (1B) =
∏
α∈B
α∗α,
which is well-defined since E1 ⊂ LabK (E,C) is tame (see for instance [18, Proposition 12.8]).
Checking that ρ
(F,D)
n is also multiplicative exactly amounts to showing
ρ(F,D)n (1B1)ρ
(F,D)
n (1B2) = 0
for all B1 6= B2. Since
ρ(F,D)n (1B) ≤ ρ
(F,D)
m
(
1Bm
)
,
where Bm := {α ∈ B : |α| ≤ m}, for all m ≤ n, we may assume that Bn−11 = B
n−1
2 .
Consequently there is some β ∈ B1, B2 of length |β| = n − 1 and X ∈ Cr(β) with distinct
x1, x2 ∈ X such that α1 := x
−1
1 β ∈ B1 and α2 := x
−1
2 β ∈ B2. We see that
α1
∗α1α2
∗α2 = x1β
∗βx∗1x2β
∗βx2 = 0,
so ρ
(F,D)
n (1B1)ρ
(F,D)
n (1B2) = 0 as well. In order to see that these ∗-homomorphisms respect both
the vertical and horizontal inclusions above, simply note that both follow from an inductive
application of the following observations. Given any finite (E,C)-animal ω, the following
hold:
(1) If 1 6= β ∈ ω and ωβ ∩X
−1 = ∅ for some X ∈ Cr(β), then∏
α∈ω
α∗α =
∑
x∈X
∏
α∈ω∪{x−1β}
α∗α.
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(2) If 1 6= β ∈ ω and e /∈ ωβ for some e ∈ s
−1(r(β)), then∏
α∈ω
α∗α =
∏
α∈ω∪{eβ}
α∗α.
We thereby obtain a unique ∗-homomorphism ρ : CK(Ω(E,C))→ L
ab
K (E,C) characterised by
ρ(1α) = αα
∗ for any α ∈ F. Now observe that
ϕ ◦ ρ(1α) = ϕ(αα
∗) = uαu
∗
α = 1α
for any α, so the composition ϕ◦ρ is nothing but the inclusion CK(Ω(E,C)) →֒ CK(Ω(E,C))⋊
F. Since E1 is tame in LabK (E,C), by the implication (iii)⇒(i) of [18, Proposition 12.13] which
holds in an arbitrary unital ∗-algebra, there is a semi-saturated partial representation σ of F
on the unitalisation of LabK (E,C) given by σ(α) := α for all α 6= 1, so that ρ(1α) = p(α) :=
σ(α)σ(α)∗. We claim that the pair (ρ, σ) is a covariant representation. It suffices to check
that
σ(α)ρ(1α−11β)σ(α)
∗ = ρ(θ∗α(1α−11β))
for all α, β ∈ F, and from [18, Proposition 9.8(iii)], we have p(β)σ(α)∗ = σ(α)∗p(αβ). We
now see that
σ(α)ρ(1α−11β)σ(α)
∗ = σ(α)p(α−1)p(β)σ(α)∗ = σ(α)p(β)σ(α)∗ = σ(α)σ(α)∗p(α · β)
= p(α)p(α · β) = ρ(1α1α·β) = ρ(θα(1α−11β))
as desired, so there is an induced ∗-homomorphism ρ × σ : CK(Ω(E,C)) ⋊ F → L
ab
K (E,C).
Since
(ρ× σ) ◦ ϕ(e) = ρ× σ(1eδe) = ee
∗e = e
for all e ∈ E1, we have (ρ× σ) ◦ ϕ = id. Moreover, the fact that ϕ ◦ ρ is simply the inclusion
CK(Ω(E,C)) →֒ CK(Ω(E,C))⋊ F together with the observation
ϕ ◦ (ρ× σ)(uα) = ϕ(αα
∗α) = ϕ(α) = uα = uα
for all α ∈ F implies that ϕ◦(ρ×σ) = id as well. It follows that LabK (E,C)
∼= CK(Ω(E,C))⋊F
as desired, and the C∗-case is completely similar. 
We now see that the ∗-homomorphisms coming from inclusions of complete subgraphs are
simply those of Remark 2.8.
Lemma 2.11. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph, and consider an embedding of a
complete subgraph (F,D)
ι
→֒ (E,C). Then the ∗-homomorphisms
LabK (ι) : L
ab
K (F,D)→ L
ab
K (E,C) and O(ι) : O(F,D)→ O(E,C)
are exactly the ones of Remark 2.8. Consequently, there is a unique ∗-homomorphism
Or(ι) : Or(F,D)→ Or(E,C)
making the diagram
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O(F,D) O(E,C)
Or(F,D) Or(E,C)
O(ι)
Or(ι)
commute.
Proof. Simply observe that LabK (ι) and O(ι) agree with the homomorphisms of Remark 2.8
on the generators. 
We can also characterise θ(E,C) by a very useful universal property, corresponding to the
universal property of O(E,C). Recall that whenever {θa | a ∈ A} is a family of homeomor-
phisms of open subspaces of a space Ω, there is a canonical partial action of F(A) on Ω: If
α = aεnn · · · a
ε1
1 is a reduced word, then θα := θ
εn
an · · · θ
ε1
a1 , where · denotes the maximal com-
position of two functions. It is verified in [18, Proposition 4.7] that this does indeed define a
partial action.
Definition 2.12. Suppose that Ω is a locally compact Hausdorff space and (E,C) is a finitely
separated graph. An (E,C)-action on Ω is the canonical action of F = F(E1) induced by a
family {θe : Ωe−1 → Ωe | e ∈ E
1} of partial homeomorphisms of compact open subspaces with
the following properties:
(1) There is a decomposition Ω =
⊔
v∈E0 Ωv for compact open subspaces Ωv ⊂ Ω.
(2) If e ∈ E1, then Ωs(e) = Ωe−1.
(3) If v ∈ E0 and X ∈ Cv, then Ωv =
⊔
e∈X Ωe.
An (E,C)-action θ : F y Ω is called universal if, given any other (E,C)-action θ′ : F y Ω′,
there exists a unique F-equivariant continuous map f : Ω′ → Ω such that f(Ω′v) ⊂ f(Ωv) for
any isolated vertex v (this will automatically hold for any other vertex due to equivariance).
Observe that a universal (E,C)-action is unique up to canonical conjugacy. Finally, if C = T ,
we will simply suppress the separation, referring instead to an E-action. ◭
The following can be obtained from Theorem 2.10 by applying duality, but we choose to a
give a concrete proof for clarity.
Proposition 2.13. The partial action θ(E,C) is the universal (E,C)-action for any finitely
separated graph (E,C). If θ : F y Ω is any other (E,C)-action, then the unique equivariant
map f : Ω→ Ω(E,C) satisfying p(Ωv) ⊂ Ω(E,C)v for v ∈ E
0
iso is given by
p(x) =
{
Fx := {α ∈ F | x ∈ Ωα−1} if x ∈
⊔
v∈E0\E0
iso
Ωv
v if x ∈ Ωv for v ∈ E
0
iso
.
Proof. It is clear that θ(E,C) is itself an (E,C)-action, and that the restriction of p to
⊔
v∈E0
iso
Ωv
is the unique map satisfying p(Ωv) ⊂ Ω(E,C)v. Considering any x ∈
⊔
v∈E0\E0
iso
Ωv, it is also
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clear that Fx is a right-convex set containing 1. We have x ∈ Ωv for a unique v ∈ E
0, so
x ∈ Ωe−1 if and only if e ∈ s
−1(v), and x ∈ ΩeX for a unique eX ∈ X for all X ∈ Cv. Hence
the local configuration of Fx at 1 is given by
s−1(v) ⊔ {e−1X | X ∈ Cv}
as in Definition 2.6(c). Now if α ∈ Fx, then we may apply this observation to θα(x) to see that
Fxα = F
θα(x)
1 is of the same type, thus F
x ∈ Ω(E,C). Equivariance and continuity of x 7→ Fx is
obvious, and if ϕ : Ω→ Ω(E,C) is any equivariant map, then necessarily ϕ(x) = Fϕ(x) ⊃ Fx.
Now since Fx,Fϕ(x) ∈ Ω(E,C), we must have Fϕ(x) = Fx, and so ϕ(x) = Fx = p(x). 
Remark 2.14. Note that if (F,D) is a complete subgraph of (E,C), and θ is the restric-
tion of θ(E,C) to
⊔
v∈F 0 Ω(E,C)v, then the map p from Remark 2.8 is exactly the map p of
Proposition 2.13. ◭
Now that we have a dynamical system associated to every finitely separated graph, we will
shortly consider the relationship between the dynamics of (E,C) and its bipartite sibling
B(E,C) as defined in [3, Definition 7.4]. First though, we have to introduce a bit of termi-
nology.
Definition 2.15. For any topological Ω, we will write
−→
Ω = Ω1 ⊔ Ω0, where each
Ωi = {ξi | ξ ∈ Ω}
is simply a copy of Ω. Given a partial homeomorphism ϕ of Ω, we define a partial homeo-
morphism −→ϕ : dom(ϕ)1 → im(ϕ)0 by −→ϕ (ξ1) = ϕ(ξ)0. Now if θ : F(A)y Ω is a partial action
induced from a family of partial homeomorphisms {θa}a∈A, we define the double action of θ
to be the partial action
−→
θ : F(A) ∗ Z y
−→
Ω induced by the family {
−→
θa}a∈A and σ :=
−→
idΩ.
Proposition 2.16. Consider a partial action θ as in Definition 2.15. For any i = 0, 1, there
is a direct quasi-conjugacy θ →
−→
θ |Ωi and a direct dynamical equivalence
−→
θ |Ωi → θ.
Proof. We only consider the case i = 1; the other one is completely analogous. Denote the
generator of Z by s so that F(A) ∗Z = F(A∪{s}), and consider the injective homomorphism
Φ: F(A)→ F(A∪{s}) given by Φ(a) = s−1a for all a ∈ A as well as the embedding ϕ : Ω→
−→
Ω
onto Ω1. Then (−→
θ
)
Φ(a)
=
(−→
θ
)
s−1a
= σ−1 ◦
−→
θa = ϕ ◦ θa
for all a ∈ A, so (ϕ,Φ) is a conjugacy of θ and the restricted partial action im(Φ) y Ω1. It
simply remains to check that Ω1β = ∅ for all β ∈ F(A∪ {s}) \ im(Φ). Observe that such β, as
a reduced word, must contain a subword either of one of the forms sa, as, aa′ for a, a′ ∈ A
or an inverse of one of these. In every case, we see that Ω1β = ∅, as desired. Since Φ
−1 can
be extended to a group homomorphism Ψ: F(A ∪ {s})→ F(A), namely Ψ(a) = a for a ∈ A
and Ψ(s) = 1, we see that (ϕ−1,Ψ) defines a direct dynamical equivalence
−→
θ |Ω1 → θ. 
We now relate the partial actions of (E,C) and B(E,C).
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Proposition 2.17. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph and write (E˜, C˜) := B(E,C)
as well as θ := θ(E,C). Then there is a direct dynamical equivalence θ(E˜,C˜) →
−→
θ . In particular,
θ(E˜,C˜) and θ are Kakutani equivalent.
Proof. Recall that (E˜, C˜) is the finitely separated bipartite graph given by
• E˜0,i := {vi | v ∈ E
0} for i = 0, 1,
• E˜1 := {e˜ | e ∈ E1} ∪ {hv | v ∈ E
0},
• r˜(e˜) := r(e)0 and s˜(e˜) := s(e)1 for all e ∈ E
1,
• r˜(hv) := v0 and s˜(hv) := v1 for all v ∈ E
0,
• C˜v0 := {{hv}, X˜ | X ∈ Cv} where X˜ := {e˜ | e ∈ X} for all v ∈ E
0.
As above, we denote the generator of the factor Z by s, and we will write Ω := Ω(E,C). We
first define an (E˜, C˜)-action γ on
−→
Ω by
•
(−→
Ω
)
vi
:= Ωiv for all v ∈ E
0 and i = 0, 1,
•
(−→
Ω
)
e˜−1
:= Ω1e−1 ,
(−→
Ω
)
e˜
:= Ω0e and γe˜ :=
−→
θe for all e ∈ E
1,
•
(−→
Ω
)
h−1v
:= Ω1v,
(−→
Ω
)
hv
:= Ω0v and γhv :=
−−→
idΩv = σ|Ω1v for all v ∈ E
0.
Observe that there is a direct dynamical equivalence (id,Φ): γ →
−→
θ , where Φ(e) = e and
Φ(hv) = s for all e ∈ E
1 and v ∈ E0. Now, by the universal property of θ(E˜,C˜), there is a
unique F(E˜1)-equivariant continuous map ϕ :
−→
Ω → Ω(E˜, C˜), and we claim that this is in fact a
conjugacy. To see this, we first define injective group homomorphisms Ψ1,Ψ0 : F(E1)→ F(E˜1)
by
Ψ1(e) = h−1r(e)e˜ and Ψ
0(e) = e˜h−1s(e),
and observe (just as in Proposition 2.16) that the identification Ω ∼= Ωi together with Ψi
defines a direct quasi-conjugacy θ → γ|Ωi. Next, define an (E,C)-action γ
i on
Ωi(E˜, C˜) :=
⊔
v∈E0
Ω(E˜, C˜)vi
for i = 0, 1 by
• Ωi(E˜, C˜)v := Ω(E˜, C˜)vi for all v ∈ E
0,
• Ωi(E˜, C˜)e±1 := Ω(E˜, C˜)Ψi(e±1) and γ
i
e := θ
(E˜,C˜)
Ψi(e)
for all e ∈ E1.
From the universal property of (E,C) and the observations just above, there is a unique
F(E1)-equivariant continuous map ψi : Ωi(E˜, C˜) → Ωi, and ψi ◦ ϕ|Ωi = idΩi by uniqueness.
Setting ψ := ψ1 ⊔ ψ0 : Ω(E˜, C˜) → Ω so that ψ ◦ ϕ = id−→
Ω
, we claim that ψ is in fact F(E˜1)-
equivariant. By construction, it is equivariant under both im(Ψ1) and im(Ψ0), so we simply
have to check that it is also equivariant under the action of every hv, i.e. that the diagram
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Ω1(E˜, C˜) Ω0(E˜, C˜)
Ω1 Ω0
⊔
v∈E0 θ
(E˜,C˜)
hv
σ
ψ1 ψ0
commutes. Note that all four entries carry partial actions of F(E1), and that the maps
are all equivariant with respect to these actions. Since the action of F(E1) on Ω0 is the
universal (E,C)-action, uniqueness of F(E1)-equivariant maps Ω1(E˜, C˜) → Ω0 guarantees
that the diagram actually commutes. We conclude that ϕ ◦ ψ is F(E˜1)-equivariant, hence
ϕ ◦ ψ = idΩ(E˜,C˜) as desired. 
We finally observe that hereditary and C-saturated subsets, just as for finite bipartite sepa-
rated graphs, give rise to ideals in the tame algebras. When ξ ∈ Ω(E,C)v is a configuration,
we regard 1 ∈ ξ as the trivial path v and so r(1) := v by convention.
Definition 2.18. Given a hereditary and C-saturated subset H ⊂ E0, we define
Ω(E,C)H := {ξ ∈ Ω(E,C) | r(α) ∈ H for some α ∈ ξ}.
Theorem 2.19. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph, and consider a hereditary and
C-saturated set of vertices H ⊂ E0. Then Ω(E,C)H is an open and invariant subspace, and
there is a direct quasi-conjugacy θ(E/H,C/H) → θ(E,C)|Z where Z := Ω(E,C) \ Ω(E,C)
H . Let-
ting I(H) denote the induced ideal in the various algebras, which is exactly the ideal generated
by H, we therefore have isomorphisms
LabK (E,C)/I(H)
∼= LabK (E/H,C/H) and O
(r)(E,C)/I(H) ∼= O(r)(E/H,C/H).
Proof. Simply observe that the proof of [8, Theorem 5.5] (or rather the second part of it)
generalises with minimal effort. 
3. Degeneracy of LK(E,C) and C
∗(E,C)
In this section, we give a sufficient condition for LK(E,C) and C
∗(E,C) to be isomorphic to
a graph algebra of a non-separated graph; we regard this as a degenerating situation since
these algebras are well studied. This isomorphism is always implemented by reversing certain
edges of the separated graph, a technique also used by Duncan in [17]. The concepts and
theorems of this section will be used heavily in subsequent sections on simplicity and the
exchange property.
First we will need to introduce the following essential definitions.
Definition 3.1 ([8, Definition 9.5]). Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. An ad-
missible path α is called a choice path if there is an admissible composition X−1α for some
X ∈ C with |X| ≥ 2.
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Definition 3.2. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. We shall say that e ∈ E1
admits a choice if there is a choice path α satisfying id(α) = e, while an inverse edge e
−1
admits a choice if |[e]| ≥ 2, or if there is a choice path α with id(α) = e
−1. A set X ∈ C then
admits a choice if e−1 admits a choice for some e ∈ X , and finally a vertex v ∈ E0 is said to
admit exactly
|{e ∈ s−1(v) | e admits a choice}|+ |{X ∈ Cv | X admits a choice}|
choices. ◭
The important distinction – as we will see – is between those vertices that admit no, those
that admit exactly one, and those that admit at least two choices. The following easy lemma
guarantees that the equivalence relation of being on the same cycle respects this distinction.
Lemma 3.3. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. If u and v are on the same cycle,
then
(1) u admits no choices if and only v admits no choices,
(2) u admits exactly one choice if and only v admits exactly one choice,
(3) u admits at least two choices if and only if v admits at least two choices.
Proof. Say that βα is a cycle with s(α) = u and r(α) = v. Observe that if σ ∈ r−1(u)−1 ∪
s−1(u) admits a choice at u, then so does either id(β) or td(α)
−1, as either σβ or σα−1 is
admissible. Now assume that σ, τ ∈ r−1(u)−1 ∪ s−1(u) give rise to two different choices at u.
If σβ is not admissible, then both τβ and σα−1 must be admissible, hence v admits at least
two choices as well. Likewise we may assume, without loss of generality, that τβ is admissible,
thereby verifying (3). (2) now follows automatically. 
Definition 3.4. If α is a cycle passing through v, then we will say that α admits
(1) no choices, if v admits no choices,
(2) exactly one choice, if v admits exactly one choice,
(3) at least two choices, if v admits at least two choices.
By Lemma 3.3, this is independent of the choice of v on α.
Definition 3.5. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. We will say that (E,C) satisfies
Condition (C) if every v ∈ E0 admits at most one choice. ◭
Recall that a non-separated graph E is said to satisfy Condition (L) if for every cycle α =
en · · · e1, there is some 1 ≤ k ≤ n and f 6= ek with r(ek) = r(f). The edge f is usually
referred to as an entry of α. It is well known that C∗(E) is simple if and only if E satisfies
Condition (L) and has only trivial hereditary and saturated subsets. Ara and Exel defined
Condition (L) for finite bipartite separated graphs in [2], and as it will play an important
role in the next few sections, we now redefine it in the language of this paper for arbitrary
finitely separated graphs.
Definition 3.6 ([2, Definition 10.2]). A finitely separated graph (E,C) is said to satisfy
Condition (L) if any simple cycle admits a choice.
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Theorem 3.7 ([2, Theorem 10.5]). Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. Then θ(E,C)
is topologically free if and only if (E,C) satisfies Condition (L).
Proof. The strategy from [2, Theorem 10.5] easily generalises to arbitrary finitely separated
graphs. 
Definition 3.8. A non-separated orientation of a finitely separated graph (E,C) is a decom-
position E1 = E1− ⊔ E
1
+ such that [e] = {e} for every e ∈ E
1
+ and one of the following holds
for any v ∈ E0:
(1) E1− ∩ r
−1(v) ∈ Cv and E
1
+ ∩ s
−1(v) = ∅.
(2) E1− ∩ r
−1(v) = ∅ and |E1+ ∩ s
−1(v)| ≤ 1.
This is a special case of an orientation, which is defined in [23, Definition 3.11]. We shall
often regard the partition E = E1− ⊔ E
1
+ as a map o : E
1 → {−1, 1} with
o(e) :=
{
1 if e ∈ E1+
−1 if e ∈ E1−
.
An admissible path of the form
eo(en)n e
o(en−1)
n−1 · · · e
o(e2)
2 e
o(e1)
1
will then be called positively oriented, while a path of the form
e−o(en)n e
−o(en−1)
n−1 · · · e
−o(e2)
2 e
−o(e1)
1
will be called negatively oriented. By [23, Lemma 3.12], every admissible path α decomposes
as α = α−α+, where α+ and α− are positively and negatively oriented, respectively. ◭
The point of a non-separated orientation is that it allows us to turn a separated graph into
a non-separated one.
Definition 3.9. Assume that (E,C) is a finitely separated graph. If (E,C) admits a non-
separated orientation E1 = E1− ⊔ E
1
+, then we can define a corresponding column-finite
directed graph E = (E
0
, E
1
, r, s) by E
0
= {v | v ∈ E0}, E
1
= {e | e ∈ E1},
r(e) =
{
r(e) if e ∈ E1−
s(e) if e ∈ E1+
and s(e) =
{
s(e) if e ∈ E1−
r(e) if e ∈ E1+
.
◭
Before considering the relationship between the dynamics and algebras of (E,C) and E, we
first record a graph-theoretical lemma for later use.
Lemma 3.10. Assume that o is a non-separated orientation of (E,C), and let E denote the
resulting non-separated graph. The map
en en−1 · · · e2 e1 7→ e
−o(en)
n e
−o(en−1)
n−1 · · · e
−o(e2)
2 e
−o(e1)
1
is a bijection between the paths of E and the negatively oriented paths of (E,C).
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Proof. First observe that r(e) = r(e−o(e)) and s(e) = s(e−o(e)) for all e ∈ E1, so the above
correspondence takes inverse paths of E to paths in the double Eˆ, and vice versa. We simply
have to check that the paths in the double are also admissible, i.e. that if ei ∈ E
1
− and
ei+1 ∈ E
1
+, then [ei] 6= [ei+1]. But this is clear since either X ⊂ E
1
− or X ⊂ E
1
+ for all
X ∈ C. 
Proposition 3.11. Assume that (E,C) is a finitely separated graph with a non-separated
orientation, and let E denote the resulting non-separated graph. Then θ(E,C) is conjugate to
θE : F y Ω(E),
LK(E,C) = L
ab
K (E,C)
∼= L(E) and C∗(E,C) = O(E,C) ∼= C∗(E).
Moreover, a subset H ⊂ E0 is hereditary and C-saturated if and only if H = {v | v ∈ H} is
hereditary and saturated in E.
Proof. First, observe that we can define an (E,C)-action γ on Ω(E) by
• Ω(E)v := Ω(E)v for v ∈ E
0,
• Ω(E)e±1 := Ω(E)e∓1 and γe := θ
E
e−1
for e ∈ E1+,
• Ω(E)e±1 := Ω(E)e±1 and γe := θ
E
e for e ∈ E
1
−,
as well as an E-action σ on Ω(E,C) by
• Ω(E,C)v := Ω(E,C)v for v ∈ E
0,
• Ω(E,C)e±1 := Ω(E,C)e∓1 and σe := θ
(E,C)
e−1 for e ∈ E
1
+,
• Ω(E,C)e±1 := Ω(E,C)e±1 and σe := θ
(E,C)
e for e ∈ E1−.
We then obtain equivariant maps Ω(E)→ Ω(E,C) and Ω(E,C)→ Ω(E) from the universal
properties, and by uniqueness, these must be mutual inverses. Consequently,
O(E,C) ∼= C0(Ω(E,C))⋊ F ∼= C0(Ω(E))⋊ F ∼= C
∗(E).
Likewise, one can check that pv = v for v ∈ E
0 and
te =
{
e if e ∈ E1−
e∗ if e ∈ E1+
for e ∈ E1 defines an E-family inside C∗(E,C), so that the isomorphism C∗(E) → O(E,C)
factors through C∗(E,C) as a surjection. It follows that C∗(E) ∼= C∗(E,C) as well. The
same argument applies to the Leavitt path algebras.
For the last part of the proposition, suppose that H ⊂ E0 is hereditary and C-saturated with
respect to (E,C). In order to check that H is hereditary in E, we assume that r(e) ∈ H .
If e ∈ E1−, then r(e) = r(e) ∈ H and so r(e) ∈ H . It follows that s(e) = s(e) ∈ H , so
let us instead assume that e ∈ E1+. Then s(e) = r(e) ∈ H, so s(e) ∈ H . C-saturation
and [e] = {e} imply r(e) ∈ H , hence s(e) = r(e) ∈ H as well. To see that H is saturated,
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suppose that s(r−1(v)) ⊂ H for some v ∈ E0 with r−1(v) 6= ∅. First assume that v satisfies
Definition 3.8(1). Then r−1(v) = {e | e ∈ E1− ∩ r
−1(v)} and
s(r−1(v)) = {s(e) | e ∈ E1− ∩ r
−1(v)} ⊂ H,
so s(E1− ∩ r
−1(v)) ⊂ H . C-saturation now implies v ∈ H as well. Assuming instead that v
satisfies (2) of Definition 3.8, we must have E1+ ∩ s
−1(v) = {e} and r−1(v) = {e} for some e,
hence s(r−1(v)) = {r(e)} ⊂ H , i.e. r(e) ∈ H . We deduce that v = s(e) ∈ H from H being
hereditary, so v ∈ H as desired. The other implication can easily be proven by analogous
arguments, and we therefore leave it to the reader. 
While the concept of a non-separated orientation is quite handy for technical purposes, it is
certainly not a very natural one. Instead we shall give a sufficient graph-theoretic condition
for the existence of such an orientation below in Proposition 3.20. First though, we need a
number of minor technical results to introduce and apply the notion of a simple closed path.
Lemma 3.12. If α is a closed path based at a vertex v, which admits no choices, then neither
does any vertex on α.
Proof. This is obvious. 
Lemma 3.13. Assume that v admits no choices and that α, β are admissible paths with
r(α) = s(β) = v. Then the reduced product β · α is an admissible path.
Proof. Set γ := α−1 ∧ β and write α = γ−1α′, β = β ′γ. We then need to verify that the
reduced product β · α = β ′α′ is admissible. By construction, we must have r(α′) = s(β ′) and
td(α
′)−1 6= id(β
′), so assuming that td(α
′) ∈ E1 and id(β
′) ∈ (E1)−1, we must simply check
that [id(β
′)−1] 6= [td(α
′)]. But this is evident as v would otherwise admit a choice. 
Proposition 3.14. Assume that a vertex v ∈ E0 admits no choices. Then every closed path
α based at v decomposes uniquely as α = γ−1βγ for a cycle β, and
Fv := {closed paths based at v} ∪ {1}
forms a free subgroup Fv ≤ F.
Proof. For the first part, set γ := α ∧ α−1 and write α = γ−1βγ – we then claim that β is a
cycle. If it were not, then we would have id(β) ∈ (E
1)−1, td(β) ∈ E
1, [td(β)] = [id(β)
−1] and
td(β) 6= id(β)
−1, hence r(β) would admit a choice, contradicting Lemma 3.12. The second
part of the claim is immediate from Lemma 3.13 and the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem. 
Definition 3.15. Assume that v ∈ E0 admits no choices. Then a non-trivial closed path α
based at v is called a simple closed path if α = γ−1βγ for a simple admissible path γ and a
simple cycle β. Obviously, if α is a simple closed path, then so is α−1, and so we say that v
admits
1
2
·
∣∣{simple closed paths α based at v}∣∣ = ∣∣∣{simple closed paths α based at v}
α ∼ α−1
∣∣∣
simple closed paths up to inversion.
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Proposition 3.16. Assume that v ∈ E0 admits no choices. Then every closed path based at
v is a reduced product of simple closed paths based at v.
Proof. We claim that any closed path α based at v admits a decomposition
α = α′ · γ−1βγ,
where γ is a simple admissible path, β is a simple cycle, and α′ is a closed path based at v
with |α′| < |α|. An inductive application of this claim surely proves the lemma.
To prove the claim, take β ′ ≤ α to be minimal with the property that there exists some γ < β ′
with r(γ) = r(β ′), and write β ′ = βγ. Then γ is a simple admissible path by construction,
and β is a closed path such that the base vertex admits no choices, as seen from Lemma 3.12.
Since the only vertex repetition on β happens at the endpoints, it follows from the first
part of Proposition 3.14 that β is a cycle, hence a simple cycle. It follows immediately from
minimality that γ−1 ·β = γ−1β, and the concatenation is admissible due to Lemma 3.13. Now
write α = σβγ and define α′ := σ · γ. Lemma 3.13 guarantees that α′ is admissible, hence a
closed path, and we clearly have α = α′ · γ−1βγ. Finally observing that
|α′| ≤ |σ|+ |γ| < |α|,
the proof is complete. 
Remark 3.17. If v admits no choices, and if Λ is a set of representatives for the set of simple
closed paths based at v modulo inversion, then Fv is generated by Λ due to Proposition 3.16.
However, Fv need not be freely generated by Λ. For instance, both vertices in the graph
admit three simple closed paths up to inversion, yet Fv ∼= F2 for either vertex v. But this is
not a problem since we only need to distinguish between the three cases
• |Λ| = 0 in which Fv = {1},
• |Λ| = 1 in which Fv ∼= Z,
• |Λ| ≥ 2 in which Fv ∼= Fn for some 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞.
◭
We will also need the following somewhat odd corollary.
Corollary 3.18. Assume that v ∈ E0 admits no choices and at most one simple closed path
up to inversion. If v admits a cycle α, then it admits a unique simple cycle, β, up to inversion,
and α = βn for some n ∈ Z.
Proof. If α is a cycle based at v, then α = βn for a simple closed path β due to Proposi-
tion 3.16. But then β must be a cycle as well, hence a simple cycle. 
The proof of Proposition 3.20 is fairly technical and requires the treatment of four different
types of edges. We recommend having the following example in mind when reading through
the proof of the proposition.
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Example 3.19. In the following graph, all edges have been labelled with both the type and
a choice of non-separated orientation as defined in the proof of Proposition 3.20:
(1,−) (3,+) (3,+)
(1,−)
(3,−)
(1,+)
(1,−)
(2,−)
(1,+)
(2,+)
(4,+)(4,−)
The resulting non-separated graph is:
◭
In the following, we will say that an edge e is on a path α, if either of the letters e or e−1 are
present in the symbol expansion of α.
Proposition 3.20. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated Condition (C ) graph, and assume
that every vertex admitting no choices admits at most one simple closed path up to inversion.
Then (E,C) can be equipped with a non-separated orientation.
Proof. The construction of o(e) for e ∈ E1 will proceed in the following four steps:
(1) Either e or e−1 admits a choice (equivalently, r(e) admits a choice).
(2) e is not of type (1), but e is on a (simple) cycle.
(3) e is not of type (1) or (2), but e is on a (simple) closed path.
(4) e is not of type (1), (2), or (3), i.e. neither e nor e−1 admits a choice, and e is not on
a closed path.
Type (1): We simply set
o(e) =
{
1 if e admits a choice
−1 if e−1 admits a choice
.
Observe that if v ∈ E0 admits a choice, then exactly one of e and e−1 admits a choice for
every e ∈ r−1(v)∪s−1(v), so before defining o on the remaining edges, we might as well check
that it satisfies Definition 3.8 at such v. If o(e) = 1, i.e. if e admits a choice, then either some
f ∈ s−1(r(e)) with f 6= e or some X ∈ Cr(e) with e /∈ X admits a choice. And since every
vertex admits at most one choice, we must have [e] = {e}. Likewise, Definition 3.8(1) and
(2) hold simply because every vertex admits at most one choice.
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Type (2): Define an equivalence relation on the set of type (2) edges by
e ≈ f ⇔ e and f are on the same (simple) cycle.
Observe that ≈ is transitive due to Corollary 3.18. Now choose a representative e for each
equivalence class modulo ≈ as well as a simple cycle
α = eεnn e
εn−1
n−1 · · · e
ε2
2 e
ε1
1
that e is on. We then set o(ei) := εi for all i = 1, . . . , n; this is well-defined, because α is
simple.
Type (3): If e is a type (3) edge, then e = i(α) for a (up to inversion) unique simple closed
path α. This allows us to define o(e) so that eo(e) = id(α); note that this does not depend on
the choice of α over α−1 by Proposition 3.14.
Observe that if u ∈ E0 admits a closed path but no choices, then we have defined o on all
edges e ∈ r−1(u)∪s−1(u). Before defining the orientation of a type (4) edge, we will therefore
check that Definition 3.8 is satisfied at such u. We should distinguish between two cases;
when u admits and does not admit a cycle.
First assume that u admits a simple cycle α = eεnn e
εn−1
n−1 · · · e
ε2
2 e
ε1
1 , and that the orientation is
defined as above. Note that no e ∈ r−1(u) admits a choice for then u would it self admit a
choice, but if e ∈ s−1(u), then e−1 admits a choice if and only if |[e]| ≥ 2. Now by construction
o(e) =


−1 if e ∈ s−1(u) and |[e]| ≥ 2
ε1 if e = e1
εn if e = en
−1 if e ∈ s−1(u) is not on a cycle
1 if e ∈ r−1(u) is not on a cycle
.
Simply observing that
o
−1(−1) ∩ r−1(u) =
{
∅ if ε1 = 1
{e1} if ε1 = −1
and
o
−1(1) ∩ s−1(u) =
{
{e1} if ε1 = 1
∅ if ε1 = −1
,
we then see that Definition 3.8 is satisfied at u.
Next, assume that u is not on a cycle, but that α = γ−1βγ is a closed path based at u.
Observe again that all e ∈ r−1(u) are of type (3), but that e ∈ s−1(u) is of type (1) if
|[e]| ≥ 2, and otherwise it is of type (3). If id(α) ∈ (E
1)−1, then e−1αe defines a closed path
for all e ∈ r−1(u), e 6= i(α), hence o(i(α)) = −1 and o(e) = 1. Moreover, if e ∈ s−1(u), then
either |[e]| ≥ 2 or e is of type (3) and eαe−1 defines a closed path, hence o(e) = −1 either
way. We conclude that Definition 3.8(1) is satisfied in this case, and similarly one can check
that Definition 3.8(2) is satisfied when id(α) ∈ E
1.
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Type (4): Finally, let U ⊂ E0 denote the set of u ∈ E0 admitting no choices and no closed
paths, and define an equivalence relation on U by
u ∼ v ⇔ there is an admissible path of type (4) edges u→ v.
For every equivalence class, we then pick a unique representative. If e is any edge of type (4),
and u is the representative of the equivalence class of r(e), then there is a unique admissible
path α with r(α) = u and i(α) = e, and we define o(e) so that eo(e) = id(α). Verifying that o
satisfies Definition 3.8 is completely analogous to what we did just above. 
Corollary 3.21. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph satisfying both Condition (C )
and Condition (L). Then (E,C) has a non-separated orientation for which the resulting graph
E satisfies Condition (L).
Proof. Assume that v ∈ E0 does not admit a choice, and assume in order to reach a con-
tradiction that v admits a closed path α = γ−1βγ with β a cycle. Then s(β) admits a
choice by assumption, hence so does v by Lemma 3.12. The claim then follows by invoking
Proposition 3.20. 
4. A characterisation of simplicity
In this section, we compute all graph algebras of finitely separated graphs giving rise to
minimal partial actions, and as a result, we are able to characterise simplicity of these C∗-
algebras. A similar result is obtained in [8, Theorem 8.1] for finite bipartite graphs, but
the two proofs are quite different. Indeed, the one in [8] proceeds via a graph-theoretic
investigation of the separated Bratteli diagram (F∞, D
∞), while the below proof combines
the contents of Section 3 with a simple dynamical observation (Lemma 4.3).
Definition 4.1. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. If X, Y ∈ C satisfy |X|, |Y | ≥
2, then a choice connector between X and Y is an admissible path α for which Y −1αX an
admissible composition. If (E,C) does not satisfy Condition (C), we define the maximal
choice distance to be
mCD(E,C) := sup{n | there exists a choice connector of length n}.
◭
We have the following trivial, but quite handy, observation.
Lemma 4.2. Given any set A ⊂ E1 ⊔ (E1)−1, the function sA : Ω(E,C)→ Z+ given by
sA(ξ) := |{id(α) : α ∈ ξ, td(α) ∈ A}|
is lower semi-continuous, i.e. lim infη→ξ sA(η) ≥ sA(ξ) for any ξ ∈ Ω(E,C).
Proof. This is obvious. 
Lemma 4.3. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. If θ(E,C) is minimal, then (E,C)
satisfies Condition (C ).
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Proof. We argue by contraposition, assuming that (E,C) does not satisfy Condition (C).
Consider any admissible composition Y −1αX with |X|, |Y | ≥ 2, fix some x ∈ X , y ∈ Y and
set A := {x−1, y−1}. Also, pick any configuration ξ with {x−1, y−1α} ⊂ ξ, so that sA(ξ) ≥ 2.
We may then construct a configuration η with the property td(β) 6= x
−1, y−1 for all β ∈ η.
Indeed, starting from any vertex and constructing η inductively, one may simply refrain
from choosing x−1 when reaching r(x), and similarly for y (see Example 4.4 for what such a
configuration might look like). It follows that sA(θα(η)) ≤ 1 for any α ∈ η, so in particular
ξ /∈ θF(η) by Lemma 4.2. 
Example 4.4. Consider the separated graph
x
x′ y′
y
which does not satisfy Condition (C). In this case, there is only the following choice of a
configuration η as in the proof of Lemma 4.3:
1· · · · · ·
x′xx′ x′ xy
′ y′y′ yy
A configuration η as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.
◭
The rest of this section essentially just exploits Condition (C) in order to apply the results
of Section 3. However, before we can give the first application of this property, we will
need to introduce yet another graph-theoretic notion that will come in handy in the proof of
Proposition 4.6.
Definition 4.5. An admissible path α is called forced if [e] = 1 for all edges e, such that e−1
(or e∗ when regarding α as an element of a graph algebra) is in the symbol expansion of α.
Observe that α∗α = s(α) whenever α is forced.
Proposition 4.6. If (E,C) satisfies Condition (C ), then
LK(E,C) = L
ab
K (E,C) and C
∗(E,C) = O(E,C).
Proof. We simply have to verify that α = αα∗α in LK(E,C) for all products of elements from
the set E1 ∪ (E1)∗ ⊂ LK(E,C). Recall from Remark 1.8 that any such non-zero α is of the
form α = αn · · ·α1, where each αi is a non-trivial admissible path satisfying
• id(αi+1) ∈ E
1 and td(αi) = id(αi+1)
∗,
• |[id(αi+1)]| ≥ 2
for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1. We first claim that Condition (C) implies n ≤ 2. Indeed if n ≥ 3,
then id(α2) ∈ E
1 and td(α2) ∈ (E
1)∗, so |α2| ≥ 2 and we can consider the admissible path
α′2 obtained from removing the initial and terminal symbol (if |α2| = 2 so that α2 = e
∗f for
e, f ∈ E1, we set α′2 := r(f)). Then α
′
2 will be a choice connector, contradicting Condition
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(C). If n = 1, then α = α1 must be of the form α = σ2σ
∗
1, where both σ1 and σ2 are forced,
and consequently
αα∗α = σ2σ
∗
1σ1σ
∗
2σ2σ
∗
1 = σ2σ
∗
1 = α.
Assuming n = 2 instead, both α∗1 and α2 must be forced, and so the situation is the same as
in the case n = 1. 
We include a proof of following observation, which is also used in various forms in [8], for
clarity.
Proposition 4.7. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph, assume that v ∈ E0 admits
no choices. Then there are identifications
vLabK (E,C)v
∼= K[Fv] and vO
(r)(E,C)v ∼= C∗(r)(Fv),
where K[Fv] is the group ring of Fv with coefficient in K.
Proof. Observing that Ω(E,C)v is a one-point space and that the partial action of F restricts
to the trivial global action Fv y Ω(E,C)v, we deduce that
vLabK (E,C)v
∼= CK(Ω(E,C)v)⋊alg Fv ∼= K ⋊alg F ∼= K[Fv]
and
vO(r)(E,C)v ∼= C(Ω(E,C)v)⋊(r) Fv ∼= C⋊(r) Fv ∼= C
∗
(r)(Fv),
by invoking [8, Lemma 7.13]. 
Having made all the preparations, we are now able to describe all algebras associated with
finitely separated graphs for which the partial action is minimal.
Theorem 4.8. Let (E,C) is a finitely separated graph. If (E,C) satisfies Condition (C ) and
H(E,C) = {∅, E0}, then exactly one of the following holds:
(1) Every cycle admits exactly one choice. In that case
LK(E,C) = L
ab
K (E,C)
is isomorphic to a simple Leavitt path algebra L(E), and
C∗(E,C) = O(E,C) ∼= Or(E,C)
is isomorphic to a simple graph C∗-algebra C∗(E).
(2) There is a vertex, which admits no choices and exactly one simple closed path up to
inversion. Then LK(E,C) = L
ab
K (E,C) is isomorphic to a Leavitt path algebra LK(E)
and Morita equivalent to the algebra of Laurent polynomials K[Z] = K[x, x−1], while
C∗(E,C) = O(E,C) ∼= Or(E,C) is isomorphic to a graph C∗-algebra C∗(E) and
Morita equivalent to C(T).
(3) There is a vertex v ∈ E0, which admits no choices and at least two simple closed paths
up to inversion. In that case, there are Morita equivalences
LK(E,C) = L
ab
K (E,C) ∼ K[Fv], C
∗(E,C) = O(E,C) ∼ C∗(Fv)
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and Or(E,C) ∼ C∗r (Fv), where Fv denotes the free subgroup of rank at least two
consisting of all the closed paths based at v as well as the empty word.
Proof. First, we recall that the quotient maps LK(E,C) → L
ab
K (E,C) and C
∗(E,C) →
O(E,C) are isomorphisms in any case by Proposition 4.6 (strictly speaking, we only need to
invoke the result for case 3). Now, if every cycle admits exactly one choice, then we obtain (1)
immediately by Corollary 3.21. If this is not the case, then some v ∈ E0 admits a closed path
but no choices, so Proposition 4.7 applies. Moreover, as v generates E0 as a hereditary and
C-saturated set, it defines a full projection in LK(E,C), C
∗(E,C) and the quotients, hence
they are all Morita-equivalent to their respective corners obtained by cutting down with v.
If v admits at least two simple closed paths up to inversion, then neither can be a multiple
of the other, hence Fv will be a free group of rank at least two.
Finally, we observe that if there is only one simple closed path based at v, then no u ∈ E0
can admit at least two simple closed paths and no choices, for then C(T) and C∗(Fn) would
be Morita-equivalent for some n ≥ 2. Now Proposition 3.20 applies to give (2). 
As a consequence, we can completely characterise the simple C∗-algebras associated with
finitely separated graphs.
Corollary 4.9. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. Then the algebras LK(E,C)
and LabK (E,C) as well as the C
∗-algebras C∗(E,C) and O(E,C) are simple if and only if the
following holds:
(1) (E,C) satisfies Condition (C ),
(2) H(E,C) = {∅, E0},
(3) every cycle admits exactly one choice.
In that case, LK(E,C) = L
ab
K (E,C) is isomorphic to the Leavitt path algebra and
C∗(E,C) = O(E,C) ∼= Or(E,C)
is isomorphic to the graph C∗-algebra of a non-separated graph.
Proof. If either algebra is simple, then θ(E,C) is minimal. By Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 2.19,
this implies that (E,C) satisfies Condition (C) and contains only trivial hereditary and C-
saturated subsets. Now the result is immediate from Theorem 4.8, since (full) group algebras
of free groups are not simple. 
Corollary 4.10. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. Then the C∗-algebra Or(E,C)
is simple if and only if
(1) (E,C) satisfies Condition (C ),
(2) H(E,C) = {∅, E0},
and one of the following holds:
(3a) Every cycle admits exactly one choice. In that case, Or(E,C) is isomorphic to a
classical graph C∗-algebra.
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(3b) There is a vertex v ∈ E0, which admits no choices and at least two simple closed
paths up to inversion. In that case, Or(E,C) is Morita-equivalent to C∗r (Fv), where
Fv denotes the free subgroup of rank at least two consisting of all the closed paths based
at v as well as the empty word.
Proof. The proof is completely similar to that of Corollary 4.9, except that C∗r (Fn) is in fact
simple for every 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞ [25]. 
Finally, we can also characterise minimality of θ(E,C):
Corollary 4.11. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. Then θ(E,C) is minimal if and
only if (E,C) satisfies Condition (C ) and H(E,C) = {∅, E0}.
Proof. One implication follows immediately from 2.19 and Lemma 4.3. For the other one,
note that Theorem 4.8 applies, and that if (1) or (3) of the Theorem 4.8 holds, then θ(E,C)
must be minimal due to simplicity of the graph algebras. Assuming (2) instead, there is a
vertex v which admits no choices. Since v generates E0 as a hereditary and C-saturated set,
we see that Ω(E,C) is nothing but the orbit of the one-point set Ω(E,C)v, hence minimal. 
5. Degeneracy of the tame algebras
In Section 3, we saw that the Leavitt path algebra and graph C∗-algebra degenerate under
certain conditions, including Condition (C). On the other hand, even very simple separated
graphs without Condition (C) can produce quite complicated algebras. For instance, if (E,C)
denotes the graph
v
of [2, Example 9.4], then C∗(E,C) is Morita equivalent to the universal unital C∗-algebra
generated by two projections , namely
vC∗(E,C)v ∼= C2 ∗C C
2 ∼= {f ∈ C([0, 1],M2(C)) | f(0), f(1) diagonal},
while O(E,C) ∼=
⊕4
i=1M3(C). Indeed, (E1, C
1) is the trivially separated graph
to which we can apply the standard formula for finite non-separated graphs without cycles.
In this short section, we shall explore when the tame algebras degenerate to graph algebras
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of non-separated graphs by combining our work in Section 3 with the fact that (En, C
n) and
(E,C) produce the same tame algebras. We briefly recall the definition of (E1, C
1).
Definition 5.1 ([2, Construction 4.4]). Let (E,C) denote a finite bipartite separated graph,
and write
Cu = {X
u
1 , . . . , X
u
ku}
for all u ∈ E0,0. Then (E1, C
1) is the finite bipartite separated defined by
• E0,01 := E
0,1 and E0,11 := {v(x1, . . . , xku) | u ∈ E
0,0, xj ∈ X
u
j },
• E1 := {αxi(x1, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xku) | u ∈ E
0,0, i = 1, . . . , ku, xj ∈ X
u
j },
• r1(α
xi(x1, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xku)) := s(xi) and s1(α
xi(x1, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xku)) := v(x1, . . . , xku),
• C1v := {X(x) | x ∈ s
−1(v)}, where
X(xi) := {α
xi(x1, . . . , x̂i, . . . , xku) | xj ∈ X
u
j for j 6= i}.
We also define a map r : E01 → E
0 by r(v) := v for v ∈ E0,01 = E
0,1 and
r(v(x1, . . . , xku)) := u
for all u ∈ E0,0 and (x1, . . . , xku) ∈
∏ku
i=1X
u
i . ◭
The following technical lemma will prove most useful.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that (E,C) is a finite bipartite graph. The assignments v 7→ r(v) and
αe(∗) 7→ e−1 extend to a length-preserving surjective map Ψ: P(E1, C
1)→ P(E,C) with the
following properties
(1) If α, β ∈ P(E1, C
1) satisfy r(α) = s(β), then Ψ(β)Ψ(α) is admissible if and only if
βα is admissible.
(2) If α ∈ P(E,C) with r(α), s(α) ∈ E0,1, then
r1(Ψ
−1(α)) = {r(α)} and s1(Ψ
−1(α)) = {s(α)}.
(3) If α ∈ P(E,C) with r(α) ∈ E0,0 and s(α) ∈ E0,1, so that we may write α = xβ for
x ∈ E1, then
r1(Ψ
−1(α)) = s1(X(x)) and s1(Ψ
−1(α)) = {s(α)}.
(4) If α ∈ P(E,C) is non-trivial with r(α), s(α) ∈ E0,0, so that we may write α = xβy−1
for x, y ∈ E1, then
(r1, s1)(Ψ
−1(α)) = s1(X(x))× s1(X(y)).
(5) Let xα ∈ P(E,C) and consider a lift β ∈ Ψ−1(α). Then xα is a choice path if and only
if |X(x)| ≥ 2 and X(x)−1β is an admissible composition in (E1, C
1). Consequently,
any v ∈ E0,1 = E0,01 admits the same number of choices in (E,C) and (E1, C
1).
(6) The restriction of Ψ to the set of closed paths based at vertices admitting no choices
is injective.
Proof. We extend the assignment αe(∗) 7→ e−1 to a group homomorphism Ψ: F(E11)→ F(E
1),
and claim that for e, f ∈ E11 , the following hold:
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(a) If r(e) = r(f), then e−1f is admissible if and only if Ψ(e−1)Ψ(f) is admissible,
(b) If s(e) = s(f), then ef−1 is admissible if and only if Ψ(e)Ψ(f−1) is admissible.
To this end, write e = αxi(x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xk) and f = α
yj(y1, . . . , yˆj, . . . , yl). In situation (a),
we have
s(xi) = r
(
αxi(x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xk)
)
= r
(
αyj (y1, . . . , yˆj, . . . , yl)
)
= s(yj),
hence Ψ(e−1)Ψ(f) = xiy
−1
j is admissible if and only if xi 6= yj. And since r(e) = r(f), we note
that e−1f is admissible if and only if X(xi) = [e] 6= [f ] = X(yj), which is certainly equivalent
to xi 6= yj. Moving on to (b), we have
v(x1, . . . , xk) = s
(
αxi(x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xk)
)
= s
(
αyj(y1, . . . , yˆj, . . . , yl)
)
= v(y1, . . . , yl),
so Ψ(e)Ψ(f−1) = x−1i xj is admissible if and only if i 6= j, which is equivalent to e 6= f , or ef
−1
being admissible. It follows that the restriction of Ψ to P(E1, C
1) along with the assignment
of the vertices defines a length-preserving map P(E1, C
1)→ P(E,C) satisfying (1). Observe,
in view of (1), that it is enough to check (2) for admissible paths α = x−1i xj of length two,
and such α lifts to a path in ef−1 with
e := αxi(x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xk) and f := α
xj(x1, . . . , xˆj , . . . , xk),
where xl ∈ X
u
l is arbitrary for l 6= i, j. (3) and (4) then follow immediate by applying (2) to
β and invoking (1). In particular, Ψ is surjective. Now consider claim (5) and assume that
X(x)−1β is an admissible composition with |X(x)| ≥ 2. Then xα is in the image of Ψ, hence
admissible. Moreover, |X(x)| ≥ 2 implies that there is some [x] 6= X ∈ Cr(x) with |X| ≥ 2, so
xα is in fact a choice path. The reverse implication uses the exact same arguments. Finally,
consider claim (6) and recall that if α is a closed path and s(α) does not admit any choices,
then neither does any vertex on α. Consequently, Ψ is injective on the set of edges and
vertices that such α may pass through. But then Ψ is surely injective on the set of all such
closed paths. 
Corollary 5.3. Let (E,C) denote a finite bipartite separated graph. If 2 ≤ mCD(E,C) <∞,
then
mCD(E1, C
1) = mCD(E,C)− 2,
and if mCD(E,C) = 0, then (E1, C
1) satisfies Condition (C ).
Proof. Simply observe from Lemma 5.2(5) that if β ∈ P(E1, C
1) and α := Ψ(β), then β is a
choice connector in (E1, C
1) between X(x) and X(y) if and only if xαy−1 is a choice connector
in (E,C). 
In the following lemma, finiteness of E is crucial.
Lemma 5.4. Let (E,C) denote a finite separated graph, and assume that every cycle admits
at most one choice. Then mCD(E,C) <∞.
Proof. Assume in order to reach a contradiction that there is a choice connector α of length
|α| ≥ 3 · |E0|. Then α must pass some vertex v ∈ E0 three times, i.e. there are closed paths
β and γ based at v such that γβ is admissible. Since v is on a choice connector, it cannot
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admit any cycles, hence neither β nor γ are cycles. But then γβ must itself be a cycle, giving
us our desired contradiction. 
Corollary 5.5. Let (E,C) denote a finite bipartite separated graph. If every cycle admits at
most one choice, then (En, C
n) will satisfy Condition (C ) for sufficiently large n.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 5.4 and Corollary 5.3. 
We now make the final preparations before obtaining the main theorem of this section.
Lemma 5.6. Let (E,C) denote a finite bipartite graph, and assume that every vertex without
a choice admits at most one simple closed path up to inversion. Then (E1, C
1) satisfies the
same property.
Proof. Assume that v ∈ E01 does not admit a choice. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that v ∈ E0,01 = E
0,1 since every non-trivial path must pass a vertex in this layer. By
Lemma 5.2(5), v does not admit a choice in (E,C) either, hence it admits at most one simple
closed path up to inversion in (E,C). It follows from Lemma 5.2(6) that v admits at most
one simple closed path up to inversion in (E1, C
1) as well. 
Theorem 5.7. Let (E,C) denote a finite bipartite separated graph. If every cycle admits at
most one choice, and every vertex without a choice admits at most simple closed path up to
inversion, then (En, C
n) admits a non-separated orientation for sufficiently large n. Conse-
quently, there exists a finite non-separated graph F := En and a direct dynamical equivalence
θF → θ(E,C). In particular,
LabK (E,C)
∼= LK(F ) and O(E,C) ∼= O
r(E,C) ∼= C∗(F ).
Proof. By Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.6, (En, C
n) will satisfy the requirements of Proposi-
tion 3.20 for sufficiently large n, so the result follows by combining Proposition 3.11 and [8,
Theorem 3.22]. 
6. The exchange property, real rank zero and essentially free actions
Recall that a non-separated graph E is said to satisfy Condition (K ) if every vertex on a
cycle admits at least two simple cycles. The main point of Condition (K) is that it implies
Condition (L) and is preserved when passing to any quotient graph E/H . It is well known that
it is equivalent to LK(E) being an exchange ring [10, Theorem 4.5], C
∗(E) having real rank
zero [21, Theorem 3.5], and the graph groupoid being essentially principal [24, Proposition
8]. In this section, we introduce the appropriate generalisation of Condition (K) to finitely
separated graphs and prove an analogous result: Condition (K) is equivalent to LabK (E,C)
being an exchange ring, real rank zero of both O(E,C) and Or(E,C), and essential freeness
of θ(E,C).
We refer the reader to [1, Theorem 1.2 and Definition 1.3] and [13, Theorem 2.6] for various
equivalent definitions of exchange rings and real rank zero C∗-algebras, respectively. By
[1, Theorem 3.8], these two concepts agree for C∗-algebras. The class of exchange rings is
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closed under ideals, quotients, extensions where idempotents can be lifted modulo the ideal
[1, Theorem 2.3], corners [4, Corollary 1.5], direct limits, and Morita equivalence between
idempotent rings (C∗-algebras for instance) [4, Theorem 2.3].
Definition 6.1. A finitely separated graph (E,C) is said to satisfy Condition (K ) if every
vertex v ∈ E0 on a cycle satisfies the following:
(1) v admits exactly one choice.
(2) v admits at least two base-simple cycles up to inversion.
It is apparent that any finite bipartite Condition (K) graph (E,C) satisfies the assumptions
of Theorem 5.7, so that O(E,C) will degenerate to a graph C∗-algebra C∗(F ) with F := En
for some n. However, in order to conclude that F satisfies the usual Condition (K), we first
have to check that it is preserved when passing from (E,C) to (En, C
n). ◭
Dealing with base-simple cycles is somewhat complicated in the realm of separated graphs
since cycles need not decompose into a product of base-simple cycles. However, when we add
Definition 6.1(1) to the equation, this problem disappears.
Lemma 6.2. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. If v ∈ E0 admits exactly one
choice, then any cycle based at v is a concatenated product of base-simple cycles
Proof. First observe that whenever γ is a cycle based at v, exactly one of id(γ) and td(γ)
−1
admits a choice. Now take any cycle α based at v and let β ≤ α denote the minimal closed
initial subpath: It suffices to check that β must be a cycle. Assume in order to reach a
contradiction that it is not, and take a minimal cycle βn · · ·β1 ≤ α written as a concatenated
product of base-simple closed paths with β1 = β. Observe that, by minimality, both βnβ1
and β−1n β1 are cycles. Now if id(β) admits a choice, then so does id(β
−1
n ) = td(βn)
−1 and vice
versa, contradicting the above observation applied to γ = βnβ1. 
Remark 6.3. It is easy to check that a finitely separated graph (E,C) satisfies Condition
(K) if and only if its bipartite sibling B(E,C) satisfies Condition (K). We leave this to the
reader.
Lemma 6.4. Let (E,C) denote a finite bipartite graph. If (E,C) satisfies Condition (K ),
then so does (E1, C
1).
Proof. Suppose that v ∈ E01 admits a cycle α in (E1, C
1); by otherwise replacing v with
another vertex on α, we may assume that v ∈ E0,01 . Then v admits the cycle Ψ(α) in (E,C),
hence it admits exactly one choice and at least two distinct base-simple cycles in (E,C) by
assumption. Using Lemma 5.2(5), we conclude that it admits exactly one choice in (E1, C
1)
as well, and lifting these cycles arbitrarily to (E1, C
1) using Lemma 5.2(2), we obtain two
distinct base-simple cycles based at v in (E1, C
1) as desired. 
Lemma 6.5. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph satisfying Condition (K ). If H is a
hereditary and C-saturated set, then the quotient graph (E/H,C/H) satisfies Condition (K )
as well.
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Proof. Assume that v ∈ (E/H)0 = E0 \ H admits a cycle in (E/H,C/H). Then v admits
at least two distinct base-simple cycles in (E,C), and noting that for every cycle α, either
α or α−1 is forced, we see that these cycles are contained in (E/H,C/H) as well. Now if β
is a minimal choice path with s(β) = v, then β too must be contained in (E/H,C/H), so v
admits exactly one choice in (E/H,C/H) as well. 
We will now apply the main result of Section 5.
Corollary 6.6. Let (E,C) denote a finite bipartite separated graph satisfying Condition (K ).
Then there exists a finite non-separated graph F with Condition (K ) and a direct dynamical
equivalence θF → θ(E,C). Consequently, θ(E,C) is essentially free,
LabK (E,C)
∼= LK(F ) and O(E,C) ∼= O
r(E,C) ∼= C∗(F ).
In particular, LabK (E,C) is an exchange ring and O(E,C)
∼= Or(E,C) has real rank zero.
Proof. The first part follows immediately from Theorem 5.7 with F = En. Moreover, En
satisfies Condition (K) by Lemma 6.4, hence so does F by Lemma 3.10. It follows from
[10, Theorem 4.5] and [21, Theorem 3.5] that LK(F ) is an exchange ring and C
∗(F ) has
real rank zero, respectively. Moreover, the ideals of C∗(F ) are exactly those generated by
hereditary and saturated subsets of F 0, which correspond to the hereditary and Cn-saturated
subsets of E0n by Proposition 3.11. It follows that the closed and invariant subsets of Ω(En, C
n)
exactly correspond to the hereditary and Cn-saturated subsets of E0n. Now since (En/H,C
/H)
satisfies Condition (K) for any such H by Lemma 4.3, we see that θ(En,C
n) is essentially
free using Theorem 3.7. Finally, θ(E,C) must then be essentially free since there is a direct
dynamical equivalence θ(En,C
n) → θ(E,C) by [8, Theorem 3.22]. 
Corollary 6.7. Let (E,C) denote a finite separated graph satisfying Condition (K ). Then
θ(E,C) is essentially free,
LabK (E,C)
∼= LK(F ) and O(E,C) ∼= O
r(E,C) ∼= C∗(F )
for a finite graph F with Condition (K ). In particular, LabK (E,C) is an exchange ring and
O(E,C) ∼= Or(E,C) has real rank zero.
Proof. Applying Corollary 6.6 to B(E,C), it follows from Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 2.17
that θ(E,C) is essentially free as well. Moreover, there are isomorphisms
M2(L
ab
K (E,C))
∼= LabK (B(E,C))
∼= LK(F ) and M2(O(E,C)) ∼= O(B(E,C)) ∼= C
∗(F ),
where F is a graph satisfying Condition (K), by [2, Proposition 9.1]. We may then apply [11,
Theorem 6.1] (along with the final comment in the introduction of [11]) to obtain a graph G
for which LabK (E,C)
∼= LK(G) and O(E,C) ∼= C
∗(G). 
In order to extend Corollary 6.7 to arbitrary finitely separated graphs, we need to be able to
approximate any such Condition (K) graph by its finite complete Condition (K) subgraphs.
Lemma 6.8. Every finitely separated Condition (K ) graph is a direct limit of its finite com-
plete Condition (K ) subgraphs.
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Proof. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated Condition (K) graph with a finite complete
subgraph (F,D). We then claim that there is an intermediate finite complete subgraph
(F,D) ⊂ (G,L) ⊂ (E,C) satisfying Condition (K), and we first observe that if v ∈ F 0
admits a cycle α in (F,D), then it automatically admits a choice in (F,D) as well: By
assumption, it admits exactly one choice in (E,C), so if β is a minimal path with s(β) = v
leading to a choice X , then either x−1β ≤ α or x−1β ≤ α−1 for some x ∈ X . From (F,D)
being a complete subgraph, it follows that X ∈ D, so v admits exactly one choice in (F,D)
as well.
Now assume that v admits only one base-simple cycle in (F,D) up to inversion, and consider
some other base-simple cycle eεnn · · · e
ε1
1 based at v in (E,C). We then extend the subgraph by
the set of edges
⋃n
i=1[ei] as well as the ranges and sources of these edges to a finite complete
subgraph. Observe that all the added vertices either admit no or at least two base-simple
cycles up to inversion, so applying this procedure sufficiently many times leaves us with a
finite complete subgraph (G,L) satisfying Condition (K). 
Corollary 6.9. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph satisfying Condition (K ). Then
the partial action θ(E,C) is essentially free, and there are finite non-separated Condition (K )
graphs (Fn)n≥1 such that
LabK (E,C)
∼= lim−→
n
LK(Fn) and O(E,C) ∼= O
r(E,C) ∼= lim−→
n
C∗(Fn)
for appropriate connecting homomorphisms. In particular, LabK (E,C) is an exchange ring and
O(E,C) ∼= Or(E,C) has real rank zero.
Proof. By Lemma 6.8, we can find an increasing union of finite complete Condition (K)
subgraphs (Gn, L
n) of (E,C) such that (E,C) = lim−→n(Gn, L
n). Then LabK (Gn, L
n) ∼= LK(Fn)
and O(r)(Gn, L
n) ∼= C∗(Fn) for some non-separated graph Fn satisfying Condition (K) by
Corollary 6.7. Recalling from [3, Proposition 7.2] that O is a continuous functor and that the
same proof applies to LabK , we see that
LabK (E,C)
∼= lim−→
n
LK(Fn) and O(E,C) ∼= O
r(E,C) ∼= lim−→
n
C∗(Fn),
and as the exchange property passes to limits, it follows from Lemma 6.8 and Corollary 6.7
that LabK (E,C) is an exchange ring, and O(E,C)
∼= Or(E,C) has real rank zero.
We move on to checking essential freeness. Assume that Ω ⊂ Ω(E,C) is a closed invariant
subspace and ξ ∈ Ω is fixed by 1 6= α ∈ F. Taking any finite animal ω ⊂ ξ with α ∈ ω, we
must verify that θ
(E,C)
α (η) 6= η for some η ∈ Ω ∩ Ω(E,C)ω. By Lemma 6.8, there is a finite
complete Condition (K) subgraph (F,D) of (E,C) such that ω ⊂ F(F 1), and we consider the
canonical surjective F(F 1)-equivariant continuous map
p : Ω(E,C)F 0 =
⊔
v∈F 0
Ω(E,C)v → Ω(F,D)
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given by p(η) = η ∩ F(F 1). Then Ω′ := p(Ω(E,C)F 0 ∩ Ω) is a closed invariant subspace of
Ω(F,D), and p(ξ) ∈ Ω′ is fixed by α. Moreover, Ω(F,D)ω ∩ Ω
′ is an open neighbourhood of
p(ξ) in Ω′, so by essential freeness there is some ζ ∈ Ω(F,D)ω ∩ Ω
′ with θ
(F,D)
α (ζ) 6= ζ . Now
any lift η ∈ Ω of ζ will do the job. 
Having proved the positive part of the main result of this section, we now begin an investi-
gation of finitely separated graphs not satisfying Condition (K). The lemma just below takes
care of the situation in which a cycle admits at least two choices.
Lemma 6.10. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. If some cycle admits at least two
choices, then there is a configuration ξ ∈ Ω(E,C) with stabiliser Stab(ξ) ∼= Z, such that ξ is
isolated in θF(ξ).
Proof. Observe that one of the following holds:
(1) There is a cycle α and an admissible path β with the following properties:
(a) Both compositions βα and βα−1 are admissible.
(b) td(β) = x
−1 for some x ∈ E1 with |[x]| ≥ 2.
(2) There is a cycle α with subpaths x−1 ≤ α and y−1β ≤ α−1 such that |[x]|, |[y]| ≥ 2.
In case of (1), we consider the animal ω := 〈βαn | n ∈ Z〉. Being α-periodic, we may extend
it to an α-periodic configuration ξ such that td(γ) = x
−1 entails γ ∈ ω (see also Example 6.11
for what such ξ might look like for a particular graph). For the sake of completeness, let us
carry out the actual construction of such ξ: First consider the finite animal 〈td(α)
−1, α, β〉
and extend it arbitrarily to a configuration η such that td(γ) = x
−1 for γ ∈ η entails γ ∈
〈td(α)
−1, α, β〉: This can be done as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 by never choosing to go down
x−1 when extending. Then consider the animal
χ := {γ ∈ η | γ 6≥ td(α)
−1, α}
and define ξ :=
⊔
n∈Z χ · α
n. It should be clear that ξ ∈ Ω(E,C), and by construction it is
fixed by α. Let γ ∈ ξ and assume that td(γ) = x
−1; we may then write γ = γ′ · αn uniquely
with γ′ ∈ χ and n ∈ Z. Now if td(γ
′) = td(γ) = x
−1, we have γ′ < α or γ′ ≤ β by construction
of η, and if td(γ
′) 6= td(γ), then γ
′ must be cancelled out completely by αn, hence γ′ < α. In
either case, we see that γ ∈ ω as required. It follows that s{x−1}(θγ(ξ)) ≤ 2 whenever γ ∈ ξ
is not a power of α, while s{x−1}(ξ) = 3. We conclude from Lemma 4.2 that ξ is isolated in
the closure of its own orbit and that Stab(ξ) ∼= Z.
Now consider (2), and assume without loss of generality that (1) does not hold. In this
case, the animal ω = 〈αn | n ∈ Z〉 can be extended uniquely to a configuration ξ, which is
necessarily α-periodic. Setting A := {x−1, y−1}, we see that sA(θγ(ξ)) = 1 for all γ /∈ ω while
sA(ξ) = 2, so ξ is once again isolated in θF(ξ) and has stabiliser Stab(ξ) ∼= Z. 
Example 6.11. We will now consider the separated graph
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g h
e
f
x x′
satisfying (1) in the proof of Lemma 6.10, and see what the configuration ξ might look like.
We take α to be the cycle α = fe and β to be the path β = x−1g, so the animal ω and the
configuration ξ may be pictured as below:
1 αα−1
βα−1 β βα
· · · · · ·
e e ef f f
g g g
x x x
An animal ω as in the proof of Lemma 6.10.
1 αα−1
βα−1 β βα
· · · · · ·
e e ef f f
g g g
h h
x x xx
′ x′
A configuration ξ as in the proof of Lemma 6.10.
◭
Next, we consider the situation in which a vertex admits exactly one choice and one base-
simple cycle up to inversion.
Lemma 6.12. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph, and assume that v ∈ E0 admits
exactly one choice and exactly one base-simple cycle up to inversion. Then there is H ∈
H(E,C) with v /∈ H, such that v admits a cycle but no choices in (E/H,C/H).
Proof. Let α denote the unique base-simple cycle based at v such that α−1 is forced. By
possibly translating the cycle, we may assume that there is X ∈ Cv with |X| ≥ 2 such that
td(α) = x
−1 for some x ∈ X . Now define
H := {u ∈ E0 | there is no forced path v → u}
and observe that H is hereditary: If e ∈ E1 and s(e) /∈ H , i.e. if there is a forced path
β : v → s(e), then e · β is a forced path v → r(e) as well, hence r(e) /∈ H . In order to check
that H is also C-saturated, we assume that u /∈ H with β : v → u forced, and take any
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Y ∈ Cu. If Y = {y} is a singleton or y := td(β)
−1 ∈ Y , then y−1 · β is forced as well, so
s(y) /∈ H . If |Y | ≥ 2, then we must have β = v and X = Y so that s(x) /∈ H . We conclude
that H is indeed a hereditary and C-saturated subset. We proceed to check that v does not
admit any choices in the quotient graph (E/H,C/H), and it suffices to verify thatX/H = {x}
as the same argument may be applied to any other vertex on α. If there were some other
x′ ∈ X/H , then, by definition of H , there would exist a forced path β : v → s(x′). But then
x′β would a cycle, which is clearly not a power of α, so we have reached a contradiction. 
Finally, we are ready to patch everything together and obtain our main theorem.
Theorem 6.13. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. The following are equivalent:
(1) (E,C) satisfies Condition (K ).
(2) θ(E,C) is essentially free.
(3) O(E,C) has real rank zero.
(4) Or(E,C) has real rank zero.
(5) LabK (E,C) is an exchange ring.
(6) O(E,C) is the direct limit of real rank zero graph C∗-algebras of finite non-separated
graphs.
(7) LabK (E,C) is the direct limit of Leavitt path algebras of finite non-separated graphs with
the exchange property.
If (E,C) is finite, then we may replace (6) and (7) with the conditions
(6’) O(E,C) is isomorphic to a real rank zero graph C∗-algebra of a finite non-separated
graph.
(7’) LabK (E,C) is isomorphic to a Leavitt path algebra of a finite non-separated graph with
the exchange property.
Proof. In any case, (1) implies (2)-(7) due to Corollary 6.9, and if (E,C) is finite, then (6’)
and (7’) follow from Corollary 6.7. Now suppose that (E,C) does not satisfy Condition (K).
Then there is a vertex v on a cycle such that one of the following holds:
(i) v admits no choices,
(ii) v admits exactly one choice and one base-simple cycle up to inversion,
(iii) v admits at least two choices.
In the case of (i), the compact-open subspace Ω(E,C)v is nothing but an isolated point with
stabiliser Fv, so the partial action is not even topologically free. Moreover, as we observed in
Proposition 4.7,
vLabK (E,C)v
∼= K[Fv], vO(E,C)v ∼= C
∗(Fv) and vO
r(E,C)v ∼= C∗r (Fv),
so neither is an exchange ring. If (ii) holds, then there is hereditary and C-saturated subset
H ⊂ E0 as in Lemma 6.12, giving rise to an invariant closed subspace on which the restricted
action is directly quasi-conjugate to the partial action θ(E/H,C/H) by Theorem 2.19. The
quotient graph (E/H,C/H) satisfies (i), so the first case applies. Finally, Lemma 6.10 applies
to (iii) to give a point ξ with non-trivial stabiliser, such that ξ is isolated in Ω := θF(ξ). We
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immediately see that the restricted partial action is not topologically free,
1ξ
(
CK(Ω)⋊ F
)
1ξ ∼= K[Z] and 1ξ
(
C(Ω)⋊(r) F
)
1ξ ∼= C(T).
It follows that none of the above crossed product are exchange rings, so neither are LabK (E,C),
O(E,C) and Or(E,C). 
Corollary 6.14. Let (E,C) denote a finitely separated graph. If either of the algebras
LabK (E,C), O(E,C) and O
r(E,C) is an exchange ring, then it is also separative.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 6.13 and [9, Theorem 3.5, Proposition 4.4 and The-
orem 7.1]. 
The above corollary shows that the tame algebras of finitely separated graphs do not provide
a solution to the Fundamental Separativity Problem for exchange rings. However, as was
noted in [8], the crossed product C(X )⋊σZ of any two-sided subshift is Morita equivalent to a
quotient of a separated graph C∗-algebra, corresponding to the restriction of the partial action
to a closed invariant subspace. In particular, interesting real rank zero C∗-algebras, which are
not graph C∗-algebras, may arise from separated Bratteli diagrams (see [8, Definition 2.8]).
The question therefore remains if one can find a finite bipartite separated graph (E,C) and a
hereditary D∞-saturated subset of the associated separated Bratteli diagram, corresponding
to a closed invariant subspace Ω ⊂ Ω(E,C) of infinite type (in the sense of [8, Section 3]),
such that the monoid
V(LabK (E,C))
∼= M(F∞/H,D
∞/H) ∼= lim−→
n
M(En/H
(n), Cn/H(n)),
where H(n) := H ∩ E0n, is non-separative and the limit algebras
lim−→
n
Lab(En/H
(n), Cn/H(n)) ∼= CK(Ω)⋊ F and lim−→
n
Or(En/H
(n), Cn/H(n)) ∼= C(Ω)⋊r F
are exchange rings. One strategy would be to start out with a suitable graph (E,C), for which
the monoidM(E,C) is non-separative, and then try to remove more and more obstructions to
the exchange property the bigger n gets, while still maintaining injectivity of the composition
M(E,C)→ M(En, C
n)→M(En, /H
(n), Cn/H(n)).
One could then hope to remove all obstructions to the exchange property in the limit algebras.
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